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Why is the BBC proposing BBC Studios  

At its core the BBC is a programme-maker: for nearly one hundred years the BBC has made 

programmes that inform, educate and entertain. We want to keep on being one of the best 

programme-makers in the world, a creative powerhouse through the coming decades.  

The UK production sector has fundamentally changed in recent years. What was once a 

cottage industry is now an increasingly global, well-financed and structurally mature market. 

These changing dynamics mean that BBC in-house production has struggled to remain 

competitive within the existing regulatory framework and, in light of changes to that framework, 

it now needs to make changes to the way it operates. 

The BBC is proposing to transform its current in-house television production arm – BBC 

Studios - by seeking permission for it to become a wholly owned commercial subsidiary of the 

BBC, able to operate in the market. BBC Studios would be able to produce programmes for 

the BBC and other UK and international broadcasters to return value to the BBC, and would 

operate on a level playing field with other suppliers.  Giving production teams the chance to 

work with more than one commissioner brings creatives more oxygen. This is the key step 

change that will enable the BBC to reinvent its production arm to better deliver to BBC 

audiences, create value and continue to play its unique, underpinning role in the UK’s 

production ecology.  

BBC Studios would be a unique and exciting business with a clear mission ‘To support the BBC 

Group by producing bold, British, creative content for customers and audiences around the 

world’.  It would reflect and uphold the BBC’s values and support the BBC Group’s public 

service mission. It would seek to attract the most diverse, creative and collaborative talent, with 

teams working across the Nations and Regions of the UK, and be a place where they are 

inspired to do their best work.  It would be distinctive in the market: delighting in range and 

specialism, and making the full range of genres: premium talent-led Drama; popular daily soaps; 

ground-breaking Comedy; hard-hitting Documentaries; in-depth explorations of specialist topics 

in, for example Science, Art and Religion; super landmark Natural History; live Events of 

national importance and Entertainment shows that bring the UK together. It would not limit 

itself to just those genres with the most commercial appeal. The BBC would remain by far its 

most important potential customer.  

Alongside BBC Studios, the BBC (in accordance with the Government’s White Paper on 

Charter Review) is opening up to competition millions of pounds of content spend to be 

creatively competed. Just as the Window of Creative Competition in the last Charter was a 

step change in content supply, the BBC's new arrangements will represent a watershed 

moment of creative meritocracy, bringing benefits to the wider sector.  Diversity of supply 

produces a diversity of ideas and approaches for audiences. Both BBC Studios and the opening 

up of content spend across the BBC will maximise this diversity, enabling the BBC to choose 

the best ideas for its audiences from a market that includes a vibrant independent sector and a 
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thriving BBC Studios. The BBC will maintain the 25% Independent Production Quota1 to 

protect smaller independents that are so vital to the UK creative sector’s unique character. 

The creation of a competitive BBC Studios is an innovative proposal which benefits licence fee 

payers by driving up quality, creativity and value for money. It would mean that the BBC Group 

would continue to secure the best ideas for licence fee funded services, building a supply of 

distinctive, market leading content. Without the rights associated with programme-making it 

would be challenging for the BBC to innovate with new platforms and services such as BBC 

iPlayer which rely on a body of rights, or maintain the commercial income it receives from BBC 

Worldwide. 

The BBC Studios proposal is an important change for the BBC but it is not disruptive for the 

wider sector. The BBC Executive has submitted to the BBC Trust this document and a number 

of confidential annexes (which include commercially sensitive information) as part of the 4CC2 

regulatory process. The confidential annexes include independent assurance from a range of 

external experts on all aspects of the regulatory process and provide comfort that the BBC 

Studios proposal in principle and in future practice does not give rise to market distortion.   

BBC Studios is a significant proposal that the BBC does not take lightly. It is designed to keep 

programme-making at the heart of the BBC and secure value for licence fee payers for decades 

to come. It will promote more robust competition across the BBC’s supply base. It will drive up 

quality, creativity and value for money for licence fee payers. Most importantly, it will ensure 

that the licence fee payer retains access to a sustainable flow of British public service 

programming. A successful BBC Studios will preserve a strong British-owned production 

company, imbued with the BBC’s values, operated on behalf of the public around the UK, 

focused on the needs and interests of UK audiences. 

  

                                            

1 Under which 25% of a broadcasters’ relevant qualifying programme hours must be made by Qualifying 

Independent Producers as defined in the Broadcasting (Independent Productions) Order 1991 (as amended), 

which provides that an independent producer is a producer (i) who is not employed by a broadcaster; (ii) who 

does not have a shareholding greater than 25% in a UK broadcaster; or (iii) in which no single UK broadcaster has 

a shareholding greater than 25%, or any two or more UK broadcasters have an aggregate shareholding greater 

than 50%. 
2 See Section 1.1 for a full definition 
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1. Purpose of this document  

Since early 2015, the BBC has been developing plans to transform its in-house TV production 

division into a commercial subsidiary, BBC Studios, operating in the market. The Government’s 

white paper ‘A BBC for the Future: A broadcaster of distinction’3 (the “White Paper”), 

published in May 2016, gave in-principle support for this proposal, subject to it being consulted 

on with the industry and passing the appropriate regulatory tests and requirements. The BBC is 

now seeking regulatory permission from the BBC Trust to establish BBC Studios (currently a 

division within BBC Public Service) as a wholly-owned commercial subsidiary of the BBC 

Group4.   

1.1 The four commercial criteria  

The BBC Trust will judge whether or not to grant regulatory approval to BBC Studios based on 

whether it meets the four commercial criteria (4CC), which all BBC commercial activities are 

required to satisfy by the BBC’s Agreement with the Secretary of State. As stated in the BBC 

Trust’s protocol for commercial services5, the 4CC require that any commercial activity 

undertaken by the BBC must: 

 fit with the BBC’s Public Purposes – there must be clear strategic alignment between 

the public and commercial activities of the BBC necessary to ensure that the 

commercial activities support the fulfilment of the public purposes; 

 not jeopardise the good reputation of the BBC or the value of the BBC Brand – the 

BBC’s commercial activities should uphold the good reputation of the BBC and the 

value of its brand; particular regard must be paid to this when determining, for example, 

which commercial partners the BBC may work with and what type of third party 

content is shown on a BBC branded channel; 

 exhibit commercial efficiency – the BBC’s commercial operations must demonstrate 

that they are behaving as a market operator would to deliver financial return and 

strategic value. Each BBC commercial service must generate a long-term return on 

investment to the BBC which is considered appropriate to the relevant market;  

 comply with the BBC Trust’s Fair Trading Policy, the BBC’s Fair Trading Guidelines and, 

in particular, avoid distorting the market – the BBC must maintain appropriate 

separation between publicly funded BBC activity and its commercial services. This is 

necessary in order for the BBC to comply with State Aid law. The BBC's commercial 

services must also comply with the BBC Trust's Fair Trading requirements and must not 

distort the market. The BBC Trust’s Fair Trading policy focuses in large part on ensuring 

that the BBC’s commercial services do not gain any unfair advantage in the market as a 

                                            

3https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_r

ev1.pdf  
4 References to BBC Studios in this document refer to the establishment of a commercial BBC Studios, and not 

the division which currently sits within BBC Public Service unless otherwise specified.  
5 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/regulatory_framework/protocols/2015/c4_commercial_services.pdf  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_rev1.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_rev1.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/regulatory_framework/protocols/2015/c4_commercial_services.pdf
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consequence of their links to the BBC. There are two different dimensions to this – 

financial separation and operational separation. 

1.2 The consultation 

The BBC’s submission to the BBC Trust seeking approval to establish BBC Studios as a 

commercial subsidiary has been through a rigorous internal review and assurance from a 

number of independent third party experts. 

The White Paper states that the BBC Studios proposal should be subject to consultation with 

the industry. The BBC Trust’s 4CC process does not require or normally involve a public 

consultation but the BBC and BBC Trust recognises the importance of doing so for BBC 

Studios, given the level of industry interest and White Paper position. In order to enable this, 

the BBC’s regulatory submission contained in this document will be published, and the BBC 

Trust will set out alongside this the process for the consultation and how participants should 

respond. 

This document provides a much greater level of detail regarding the BBC Studios proposal than 

has previously been published. Some material that the BBC judges relevant to the regulatory 

case has been provided to the BBC Trust in the form of confidential annexes (see Appendix 2 

for a list of these). These include the BBC Studios business plan and reports from independent 

assurers commissioned by the BBC, and contain commercially sensitive information that is not 

suitable for releasing into the public domain. 

1.3 Structure of this document 

The first part of this document focuses on wider changes to the BBC’s supply arrangements to 

meet the White Paper requirement for 100% competition over the Charter period. These 

provide important context for the BBC Studios proposal, including how the BBC proposes to 

work with suppliers (including BBC Studios) in future. The second part of this document 

describes how BBC Studios meets the regulatory test of the four commercial criteria.  

- Summary (section 2) – given the length of this document, this section provides a high level 

summary of key points to aid navigation   

- Revisions to the BBC’s content supply arrangements (section 3) – wider changes to the 

commissioning process and to the operation of BBC Television, which the BBC is putting in 

place in order to reflect the Government’s White Paper requirement to move to 100% 

competition   

- Commercial Criterion 1: Fit with Public Purposes (section 4) – explores how BBC Studios 

fits with and supports the delivery of the BBC’s public purposes, and seeks to demonstrate 

that BBC Studios will generate significant creative and economic benefits for the BBC, the 

wider industry and, most importantly, licence fee payers 

- Commercial Criterion 2: Brand and Reputation (section 5) – sets out the safeguards that 

will be put in place to ensure that BBC Studios not only promotes the BBC brand, but also 
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does not carry out any brand-related activities which could bring the BBC Group into 

disrepute and/or damage the BBC’s reputation 

- Commercial Criterion 3: Commercial Efficiency (section 6) – sets out the basis on which 

the set-up of BBC Studios can be shown to be aligned with best practice commercial 

businesses in the wider market and is a viable commercial proposition  

- Commercial Criterion 4: Fair Trading and Market Distortion (section 7) – seeks to 

demonstrate that, provided the initial set-up of BBC Studios is carried out in a State Aid 

compliant manner, and BBC Group continues to treat BBC Studios in a fair, reasonable and 

non-discriminatory manner, there will be no market distortion (i.e. BBC Studios will not 

receive an unfair commercial advantage which could unduly and negatively influence the 

market). This section also summarises an examination of BBC Studios’ potential market 

impact carried out by OC&C at the request of the BBC. 
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2. Summary of this document  

Changes to the BBC’s commissioning and content supply arrangements 

 BBC Television is preparing to radically change its commissioning arrangements in 

response to the Government White Paper. These reforms provide an important context 

for the BBC Studios proposal and will commence prior to its implementation (section 3)  

 To reflect these reforms to the BBC’s content supply arrangements, BBC Public Service 

will update its operating framework to ensure that it continues to work with all suppliers in 

a fair way, as outlined in the draft Commissioning Framework (3.1) 

 The BBC will deliver its commitments expressed within the 2015 Joint Agreement with 

Pact (section 3)  

The BBC Studios proposal 

 BBC Studios will have a clear mission to support the BBC Group by producing bold, 

British, creative content for licence fee payers and audiences around the world.  Meeting 

the needs of the BBC Group, in the interests of audiences and licence fee payers, will be 

BBC Studios’ primary strategic focus. BBC Studios will continue to promote the BBC’s 

Public Purposes (section 4) 

 BBC Studios will be set up as a private limited company, wholly-owned by the BBC 

Group. Its scope will be as it currently is as a division within BBC Public Service:  the 

majority of the BBC’s in-house production activity, including network teams across Drama, 

Comedy (including Radio Comedy), Factual, Natural History, Entertainment, Music and 

Events, in addition to teams producing non-network output in these genres6. BBC Studios 

does not include Sport, Children’s, News or news-related Current Affairs (6.5) 

 BBC Studios will produce programmes for the BBC and other broadcasters in the UK and 

internationally, to return value to the BBC Group. BBC Studios will reinvest profits into 

developing new ideas and returning a dividend to the BBC (6.5) 

 All BBC Studios content will abide by the BBC Editorial Guidelines and all relevant BBC 

Group guidance, policies and external regulations as applicable. These will be updated 

where necessary to cover areas of BBC Studios’ activity not already covered (section 5) 

 The BBC must demonstrate that BBC Studios will be a commercially sustainable company 

requiring no cross-subsidy from the public service. BBC Studios’ five-year business plan is 

forecast to deliver a level of profitability and returns that is in line with market norms 

(section 6)    

 The success of BBC Studios is critical to the success of BBC Worldwide. BBC Studios will 

have a strategic partnership but not an exclusive relationship with BBC Worldwide (6.5.3 

and 7.4.5) 

 The copyright in BBC Studios programmes will be held by BBC Public Service. BBC 

Studios will be given control over exploitation of any New IP that it originates following 

                                            

6 The BBC Studios non-network team will include the majority of in-house non-network teams working in Drama, 

Comedy, Factual and Entertainment. Local Events teams in the Nations will remain in the Public Service, but the 

BBC Studios Events teams will continue to cover Nations and Local events as required. 
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commercial separation (7.4.4) 

No unfair advantage will be conferred on BBC Studios  

 At launch, the BBC will transfer the assets and liabilities of BBC Studios into BBC Studios 

Limited, in return for 100% of the equity. The initial transfer of assets and liabilities will be 

compliant with State Aid law (6.4 and 7.3) 

 There will be clear financial and operational separation between BBC Studios and BBC 

Public Service (7.4) 

 BBC Studios will pay fair, non-preferential rates for use of BBC Group Services and Assets 

(7.4.3) 

 The relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will reflect their strategic 

alignment and will not engage State Aid law (6.5.3 and 7.4.5) 

 There will be no unfair promotion of the BBC’s commercial activities through the BBC’s 

Public Service activities  (7.4.6) 

 BBC Studios will pay a fair price for use of the BBC brand (5.4 and 7.4.3) 

The operations and oversight of BBC Studios will be subject to rigorous internal and external 

scrutiny and a robust complaints framework  

 BBC Studios’ commercial activities will be subject to appropriate oversight in line with the 

BBC’s existing commercial subsidiaries, and we expect it will undergo regular external 

regulatory reviews (7.4) 

 The BBC has a clear process for complaints about the commissioning process – this will be 

made available to all suppliers of content to the BBC, including BBC Studios (3.1) 

 The BBC will continue to follow the existing processes in place for editorial complaints 

relating to independently produced content, and will extend this process to BBC Studios 

(5.3.4) 

 The BBC will ensure that there is a sufficiently comprehensive Fair Trading complaints 

process in place to address any concerns that may arise about the operation of BBC 

Studios following its launch as a commercial subsidiary – we expect that Ofcom will be 

responsible for considering appeals from stakeholders (7.4.1) 
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3. Revisions to the BBC’s content supply arrangements 

‘A BBC for the Future: A broadcaster of distinction’ (the White Paper), published by DCMS in May 

20167, requires the BBC to make fundamental changes to its content supply arrangements for 

television programming by: 

 Moving to 100% competition by the end of the next Charter in the commissioning of all 

genres (except News and News-related Current Affairs), except where the new unitary 

BBC Board identifies value for money exceptions  

 Upholding the commitment within the 2015 BBC/Pact joint statement to open up at 

least 40% of the in-house guarantee to competition within a two-year period, in the 

main genres in which BBC Studios operates (Factual, Entertainment, Music, Events, 

Drama and Comedy)  

 Removing the in-house guarantee for Sports and Children’s (which are not part of BBC 

Studios) by 2019 

 Maintaining statutory protections for qualifying indies and the 25% independent 

production quota, as well as statutory out-of-London obligations.  

These reforms provide important context for the BBC Studios proposal but are not subject to 

this regulatory process. We expect the new BBC Charter and Agreement, due to come into 

effect from January 2017, to reflect these wider reforms. 

The process of moving towards greater competition will begin with:  

 The removal of the in-house guarantee for genres within BBC Studios   

 The first tenders for BBC Studios-produced returning series  

The introduction of competition requires BBC Television to adopt new ways of working. This 

new approach will be embodied in a new Commissioning Framework which will apply to all 

suppliers. A draft of this framework is being published to inform the consultation. It may require 

updating in light of the outcome of the 4CC’s process, should the BBC secure regulatory 

approval to establish BBC Studios as a wholly-owned commercial subsidiary of the BBC Group. 

In the interim, BBC Television will respect the spirit of the document in its treatment of 

suppliers.    

                                            

7https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_r

ev1.pdf  

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_rev1.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_rev1.pdf
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3.1 The Commissioning Framework 

In this section the BBC is sharing its draft Commissioning Framework as context. When 

finalised, the principles of the Commissioning Framework will apply to all suppliers to BBC 

Public Service and will be published on the BBC’s Commissioning website.   

The draft framework reflects the new governance framework for the BBC proposed in the 

DCMS White Paper (i.e. a unitary Board and Ofcom as the BBC’s external regulator). The draft 

framework will need to be updated at appropriate points to reflect the following: 

 New Operating Licence framework for BBC services replacing the Service Licence 

framework 

 New Charter and Agreement (including any new/different requirements) 

1. Overview  

1.1 The BBC is committed to operating a fair and transparent process regarding the manner in 

which it commissions content for its public services and in which it provides information to 

all its production suppliers about its commissioning priorities, requirements, practices and 

procedures. 

1.2 The BBC is subject to a number of quotas, targets and commitments relating to programme 

commissioning, programme production and programme content. 

1.3 The BBC is committed to implementing competition for its television programming. The 

BBC will continue to meet the statutory independent production quotas but will remove all 

existing in-house guarantees.  

1.4 The BBC Board is ultimately responsible for ensuring that all of these quotas and 

commitments are delivered each year, and the responsibility for assessing the BBC’s 

compliance against these quotas and commitments rests with the BBC’s external regulator 

Ofcom. 

1.5 This document explains the quotas and commitments, how the BBC will operate a fair and 

transparent commissioning process and how the BBC Board will monitor performance and 

ensure compliance.  

1.6 It is acknowledged that, whilst all areas of the BBC which commission content will work to 

the principles set out in this Framework, the individual processes and procedures may vary 

across departments dealing with Sport, Children’s, news-related Current Affairs and non-

network commissioning, and any specific details for those areas will be provided separately 

on the Commissioning website. 

1.7 This document sets out the commissioning framework that the BBC will follow when 

dealing with suppliers, whether they are external companies or BBC in-house teams or BBC 

Studios. The BBC is committed to working with a broad and diverse range of suppliers 

across the UK. In order to deliver distinctive world-class content for our audiences, 

suppliers will be commissioned on the quality and relevance of their idea, its fit with current 

editorial strategy, and the supplier’s ability to deliver. 

2. Quotas and Targets  

2.1 The BBC is subject to a number of formal quotas and targets relating to programme 
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commissioning, programme production and programme content. These quotas and targets 

are defined in either the Communications Act 2003 or in the Agreement between the 

Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport and the BBC of July 2006 (“the 

Agreement”).   

2.2 These quotas and targets can be broken down into the following categories:  

a) The so called “Tier 2 Quotas” – relating to the levels of news and current affairs, levels 

of original production, levels of regional production and levels of regional programming.  

b) The Independent Production Quotas – relating to the levels of programming made by 

Qualifying Independent Producers on BBC One, BBC Two and across all BBC 

Television services.  

c) The Access Services targets – relating to the provision for the deaf and visually 

impaired.  

d) The Audiovisual Media Services (AVMS) Directive - relating to the levels of European 

programming.  

2.3 In addition to these formal quotas the BBC also operates under a number of other 

commitments and conditions regarding programme production and programme content: 

a) The BBC’s Network Supply Review (NSR) commitments – relating to the levels of 

regional production, the levels of Nations production, and the levels of Scotland, Wales 

and Northern Ireland production. 

b) Service Licence conditions – relating to levels of genres and types of content on each 

service.  

2.4 The BBC treats the quotas as a floor, and not a ceiling.   

2.5 The BBC’s Board will ensure that in each year a plan is in place (including commissioning 

processes and transmission scheduling) which delivers all of the BBC’s quotas and targets. 

3. Commitment to competition for television programming 

3.1 The BBC is committed to implementing competition for its television programming as 

described in the DCMS White Paper dated May 20168. 

3.2 The BBC will continue to meet the statutory independent production quotas but will 

remove all existing in-house guarantees (except for News and news-related Current 

Affairs). The BBC will also continue to meet its commitments to production in the nations 

and regions. 

3.3 This commitment to full competition is a significant change for the BBC and will require 

sufficient transitional time to implement.  

3.4 The BBC has committed that at least 40 per cent of the in-house guarantee hours for 

network Drama, Comedy, Entertainment and Factual will be opened up to competition 

within a two-year period. Following on from this the BBC will reach 100 per cent 

                                            

8https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_r

ev1.pdf 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_rev1.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/524863/DCMS_A_BBC_for_the_future_linked_rev1.pdf
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competition by the end of the Charter period.   

3.5 The BBC has committed to remove the in-house guarantees in Children’s, Sport and non-

news related Current Affairs by 2019 and introduce competition.   

3.6 The DCMS White Paper states that the BBC’s News and news-related Current Affairs 

output should be excluded from the approach of full competition. For news-related 

Current Affairs the BBC is committed to implementing the arrangement agreed with PACT 

– namely that 40 per cent of hours will be reserved for in-house, 40 per cent of hours will 

be reserved for external suppliers and the remaining 20 per cent open to full competition. 

3.7 The BBC’s Board will ensure that a plan is in place to implement competition in line with 

the provisions above. 

4. Planning 

4.1 The BBC runs an annual planning process which takes the channel portfolio and genre 

strategies and builds them into a detailed plan, or 'shopping list', of what kind of 

programming is needed, at what price and by when. These plans are designed in line with 

the BBC’s financial year which operates from 1st April to 31st March. 

4.2 Genres and channels agree which series they plan to bring back and what new 

programming is needed for the remaining slots. Quotas and targets are overlaid on this plan 

to make sure that all commissioning teams are clear on what is required to meet all of the 

BBC’s commitments.  

4.3 At this stage the BBC has an initial idea of which programmes would make up the quotas 

and targets, ensuring a range of programming, prices and locations. However, the plan will 

evolve as the commissioning landscape changes in response to channel and genre strategy, 

audience reception or production requirements.  

5. Commissioning Process  

5.1 The BBC is committed to ensuring that its commissioning strategy delivers a strong and 

sustainable UK production ecology that protects the breadth of public service programming 

the BBC can offer, underpins the BBC’s creative heritage, benefits the wider industry in 

terms of training, and secures high quality content for the audience. 

5.2 In order to ensure that the best ideas are commissioned for our audiences, the BBC is 

committed to operating a fair and level playing field between all suppliers. The BBC’s 

Commissioning website will provide details of commissioning processes, development 

priorities, a guide to who’s who in commissioning, the BBC’s Code of Practice and Terms of 

Trade for the commissioning of independent productions. All applicable BBC guidelines and 

policies around production and delivery are communicated on the BBC’s Commissioning 

website.  

5.3 The BBC publishes a list of indicative programme tariffs applicable for different genres of 

programming which it will apply to all new commissions irrespective of supplier. The tariff 

will set out the range within which the BBC expects individual prices for specific 

programmes within that genre or category to fall. The price the BBC is prepared to pay for 

a programme will be determined by reference to a number of factors including the 

estimated production budget, the expected level of upfront third party investment or other 

sources of funding, and will be inclusive of any development funding paid by the BBC. 

5.4 Commissioning briefings for genres will be held on a regular basis, in London and across the 
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UK to communicate current commissioning needs. 

5.5 The BBC will ensure that there is clear separation between the BBC’s commissioning teams 

and BBC Studios and in-house production functions to ensure that there is no conflict of 

interest or undue advantage to BBC Studios or in-house production in decision making. In 

addition, there will be operational and financial separation between the BBC Public Service 

(including its commissioning teams) and BBC Studios from the launch of BBC Studios as a 

commercial operation. 

5.6 The BBC is a signatory to the APC Code (Alliance for the Protection of Copyright) and all 

producers commissioned to make programmes for the BBC need to abide by the principles 

set out in that code for as long as the BBC remains a signatory.   

5.7 In order for the BBC to comply with its commitments under these guidelines, all suppliers 

of programmes to BBC Television need to use the BBC’s online proposal system, BBC 

Pitch.  Use of BBC Pitch enables the BBC to demonstrate its compliance with the APC 

Code, track proposed ideas, manage confidentiality, and adhere to the timeframe 

commitments set out in paragraph 7.2 below.  If a producer does not use BBC Pitch to 

submit ideas, the BBC cannot guarantee being able to follow these principles, and this will 

be taken into consideration should a producer choose to make any complaint against the 

BBC regarding the commissioning process under the procedures outlined below. Please see 

the Pitch page9 for full details, requirements and registration requests. 

5.8 Commissions will be awarded on the strength of the submitted ideas and not on the order 

they are submitted, taking into account the quality and price of proposals and proven ability 

to deliver,. 

6. Competitive Tendering 

6.1 In delivering its commitments to full competition under paragraph 3.1 above, the BBC 

expects to put a number existing returning series out to tender over the next Charter 

period. 

6.2 When tendering any programme the BBC will ensure that: 

(i) the process for the tender is clear, fair and transparent; 

(ii) the BBC’s expectations regarding the requirements and eligibility of the applicants 

will be clearly stated in precise and consistent language in the Invitation to Tender 

documentation; 

(iii) it has established a clear set of criteria that will govern the decision to award a 

contract following that tender to a given party, which will include both creative and 

value for money considerations; 

(iv) the terms on which the contract to produce the tendered programme will be 

awarded will be clearly stated in the Invitation to Tender documentation;  

(v) the contract will be awarded to the supplier whose tender has been determined as 

best satisfying the award criteria and fulfilling the BBC’s overall requirements as 

stated in the Invitation to Tender paperwork; and 

(vi) the decision making process (including criteria and timings) will be clear, transparent 

                                            

9 http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/tv/articles/pitch 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/tv/articles/pitch
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and adhered to at all times. 

7. Engagement with suppliers and decision making timeframes 

7.1 The BBC will provide its suppliers with access to business information and commissioning 

staff commensurate with their status as a supplier and not determined by whether they are 

a qualifying independent, non-qualifying independent, in-house or BBC Studios production 

team. Meetings with BBC commissioners will be based on the ideas submitted through 

Pitch, taking into account the track record and experience of the supplier or the talent 

behind the idea. 

7.2 The BBC will ensure fair dealings across all suppliers including the time taken to 

acknowledge receipt of and to respond to ideas. These standards will be kept under review 

and will be updated to reflect changing market needs: 

a) The receipt of new ideas submitted to BBC Pitch will be automatically acknowledged 

within one week.  

b) The initial decision to reject a submitted idea or take discussions further will be made 

within six weeks of submission. 

c) A final decision to commission an idea will be made within 20 weeks of submission 

unless the project is taken into paid development (or unless part of a formal tender 

process where timelines will be specified at the start). 

d) Once a project is in paid development and the producer is waiting for a commissioning 

decision, producers will be regularly updated on progress, either every two weeks or 

with a clear timeframe and explanation of when the next update will be. 

e) Completion of contract negotiation following a commissioning decision will be 

undertaken in an appropriate and timely manner for all suppliers. 

7.3 These timescales may need to be varied from time to time on individual projects for 

project specific reasons (for example due to access or talent availability), but the producer 

will be kept updated on progress, and any necessary variations will be openly identified and 

discussed.  

8. Review Procedure and Complaints 

8.1 The BBC has a clearly stated process for complaints about the commissioning process, 

which is available for use by all suppliers of content to BBC Television. All complaints are 

monitored so that any consistent issues emerging are dealt with.  

8.2 Any dispute arising in connection with the BBC Code of Practice or the BBC Terms of 

Trade is governed by the General Terms of the Programme Production Agreement 

between the producer and the BBC. 

8.3 Complaints regarding the separation and operation of BBC Studios and its relationship with 

BBC Public Service will fall under the Fair Trading complaints procedure. 

8.4 The BBC will periodically seek and act on feedback from suppliers gathered by a 

commissioning survey and other evidence as appropriate.   

8.5 The BBC’s Board is ultimately responsible for ensuring that a Commissioning Compliance 

role is in place to monitor the delivery of a level playing field in commissioning and create a 

point of appeal for complaints outside of BBC Commissioning.  
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9. Monitoring and reporting competition in commissioning 

9.1 The BBC’s Unitary Board is responsible for ensuring that the BBC delivers its commitment 

to opening up competition, as under paragraph 3.4 above. 

9.2 The BBC will publish progress in its commitment to competition on an annual basis. This 

will show how much of the existing in-house guarantee has been made available to 

competition.   

9.3 The BBC has suggested that there should be regular reviews by the BBC’s regulator Ofcom 

regarding the arrangements for securing separation between BBC Public Service and BBC 

Studios, the pricing and terms given by the BBC to BBC Studios in comparison to other 

external suppliers and the operation of the commissioning framework as described in this 

document.  

9.4 Unlike quotas, there is no single headline measure that can be used to demonstrate 

definitively that a level playing field has been applied and that commissioning decisions have 

been meritocratic.  For example, patterns of in-house, BBC Studios, or external levels 

commissioned may fluctuate year on year depending on the strength of ideas submitted. 

These patterns may not therefore be an indicator of fairness or meritocracy. The Ofcom 

reviews will need to look at a range of indicators which together demonstrate the measures 

that have been put in place to achieve the specified goals and the effectiveness of them.  

9.5 Only over time will the BBC’s regulator Ofcom and/or the BBC’s unitary Board be able to 

report if there are any directional trends emerging (e.g. the geographical locations of 

producers).  

10 Monitoring and reporting of quotas and targets 

10.1 The BBC’s Board is ultimately responsible for monitoring and ensuring compliance with the 

quotas and targets, as under paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 above. 

10.2 The BBC will report to Ofcom on an annual basis and we expect Ofcom to review and 

report on the BBC’s compliance with the quotas and targets. 

10.3 The formal reporting of the quotas and targets is based on programmes transmitted during 

a calendar year. The difference in timing between the commissioning/production activity 

and transmission will vary due to a number of factors including the type of production, the 

television transmission needs, budget and working capital requirements. The BBC therefore 

ensures that the quotas and targets are achieved by monitoring the commissioning / 

production process as well as transmission.  
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4. Commercial Criterion One: Fit with Public Purposes  

4.1 Purpose of this section 

A commercial service is considered to fit with the BBC’s public purpose activities under clause 

69(3) of the BBC Framework Agreement with the Secretary of State if it is both appropriate to 

be carried on in association with the promotion of the public purposes, and connected, other 

than merely in financial terms, with the ways in which the BBC promotes its public purposes. 

In January 2017, the BBC will enter into a new Charter and Agreement, which will include an 

updated set of public purposes which the BBC must deliver. In March 2016, the Government 

published the White Paper, which will form the basis of this new Charter and Agreement. 

Below, are the current and proposed public purposes for the BBC:  

Current Public Purposes i.  Proposed Public Purposes 

(As laid out in HMG’s White Paper) 

Sustaining citizenship and civil society  Providing impartial news and information to 

help people understand and engage with 

the world around them 

Promoting education and learning  Supporting learning for people of all ages 

                                            

10 Note: where this document refers to talent unless otherwise specified it is referring to both on-air and off-air 

talent. 

SUMMARY 

 The BBC must demonstrate that the BBC Studios’ proposal is connected with and 

appropriate to the BBC’s public purposes.  

 Television content is one of the main vehicles by which the BBC delivers its public 

purposes, and if the creative strength of BBC Studios is not secured the BBC will not be 

able to deliver the same availability of content to licence fee payers. 

 Programme supply is an integral driver of the BBC’s ability to deliver its Public Purposes. As 

the market for broadcast content changes, BBC Studios is expected to play an increasingly 

critical and distinct role in the BBC’s wider supply strategy; while increasing competition will 

enable the BBC to secure and retain the best content for audiences from the widest range 

of providers. 

 Public service will remain at the heart of BBC Studios’ activities. BBC Studios will remain 

wholly-owned and governed by the BBC, and it will prioritise the BBC Public Service as its 

main potential customer. A commercial BBC Studios’ output will be both connected with 

and appropriate to the BBC’s fulfilment of its Public Purposes. 

 The alternative options to launching a commercial BBC Studios would weaken the BBC’s 

diversity of supply, reduce commercial returns to the BBC, risk increasing the cost of the 

BBC’s programmes, make the BBC a less attractive home for talent10 and impact the 

sustainability of the UK production sector overall. 
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Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence  Showing the most creative, highest quality 

and distinctive content 

Representing the UK, its nations, regions and 

communities 

 Reflecting, representing and serving the 

diverse communities of all the UK’s nations 

and regions 

Bringing the UK to the world and the world 

to the UK 

 Reflecting the UK, its culture and values to 

the world 

Delivering to the public the benefit of 

emerging communications technologies and 

services 

  

 

Given the close alignment between the two sets of public purposes, this section has been 

written to demonstrate how BBC Studios will deliver on both the BBC’s current and proposed 

new public purposes.  

This section is divided into four main parts: 

 Part 4.2 sets out the BBC’s approach to demonstrating that the BBC Studios proposal 

fits with the BBC’s public purposes 

 Part 4.3 sets out BBC Studios’ role in the wider BBC supply strategy 

 Part 4.4 demonstrates how the BBC Studios proposal is appropriate to the BBC’s 

current and proposed public purposes  

 Part 4.5 concludes  

4.2 Approach to demonstrating Fit with Public Purposes 

The BBC currently delivers its public purposes by providing Online, Radio, and Television 

content for UK audiences. Television programmes and services are, in spend terms, by far the 

most significant element of BBC activity, accounting for 58% of total licence fee spend in 2016 

(£2,201m).11 In looking at how the BBC can best deliver its public purposes in the future, it is 

therefore critical to examine the supply of television programmes to BBC Public Service.  

Without a plural, consistent, high-quality, diverse, and affordable supply of programmes to the 

BBC Public Service, the BBC overall cannot fulfil its mission and purposes. The rationale for 

launching BBC Studios as a wholly-owned commercial subsidiary has therefore been reviewed 

through two lenses: 

 BBC Studios’ role in the BBC’s wider supply strategy 

                                            

11 £2,201m represents 2016 licence fee revenues spent on Television Content, distribution and its support, and 

general support. In the BBC’s annual report, Television content includes BBC One, BBC Two, BBC Three, BBC 

Four, CBBC, CBeebies, BBC ALBA, BBC News channel, BBC Parliament; total Licence Fee income in 2016 is 

£3,743m 
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o As the market for broadcast content changes, we expect BBC Studios to play 

an increasingly critical and distinct role in enabling the BBC to secure and retain 

the best content for its audiences from the widest range of providers, therefore 

enabling the organisation to deliver on its public purposes. The BBC’s proposal 

to reform BBC Studios will ensure it can thrive creatively whilst playing this 

increasingly critical role for the BBC Group. 

 BBC Studios’ role in supporting the BBC’s Public Purposes 

o BBC Studios’ activities and output will continue to both be appropriate to and 

intricately connected with the BBC’s public purposes. As a commercial entity, 

BBC Studios will be better positioned to uphold and promote the BBC’s public 

purposes than alternative options for content supply. 

4.3 BBC Studios’ role in the BBC’s wider supply strategy 

This sub-section will demonstrate that: 

 BBC Studios plays an important role in the supply of content to licence fee payers; 

 The importance of the BBC owning a production unit of scale is growing as the wider 

UK production sector changes; 

 BBC Studios will not thrive under its current model and there is now an immediate 

need for change; and  

 Given the alternatives, the BBC Studios proposal is the best option for the licence fee 

payers. The alternatives do not support the delivery of the purposes at the same level 

in the long term. 

4.3.1 BBC Studios plays an important role in the supply of content to licence fee 

payers 

BBC Studios and the external production sector both play vital and complementary roles in the 

provision of the BBC’s Television services to audiences, and deliver comparable outcomes 

against many criteria. The quality of programmes supplied by both, for instance, is similar (the 

average Appreciation Index (AI) for both in-house and external content is 83).  

In The BBC’s submission to the Department for Culture, Media and Sport’s Charter Review Public 

Consultation in 2015, we laid out many of the shared benefits provided by both the BBC and 

the external production sector, highlighting for example that both BBC Studios and the external 

production market deliver programmes for a fair price, and that both receive a similar level of 

commercial investment to contribute to the cost of programming.  

The submission highlighted that BBC Studios does however deliver some important distinct 

benefits to the BBC and the licence fee payer that are not fully replicated by the wider 

production sector. For example, a higher percentage of BBC commissioning spend on BBC 

Studios production is for productions taking place outside of London (58% versus 46% on 
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external suppliers), and BBC Studios is 100% British owned, whereas around 60% of external 

suppliers are internationally owned.  

The key differences between BBC Studios and external suppliers need to be understood in 

detail: 

 Commitment to the BBC’s purposes and values: Unlike any other production company in 

the market, BBC Studios will exist as an integrated part of the BBC Group with the 

primary aim of supporting the BBC Group in delivering its remit and public purposes. 

For nearly a century, production has been at the heart of the BBC’s delivery of public 

service values. Public service values will continue to be at the heart of BBC Studios.  

 Value-for-money from IP: Analysis of commissioning prices has shown that the cost to the 

licence fee payer for comparable programmes is similar whether from BBC Studios or 

external producers. However, any assessment of value for money must go beyond the 

initial commission. When BBC Worldwide generates secondary revenues from BBC 

Studios’ programmes, the BBC Group retains 100% of the net profit, compared to 

typically 15% where programmes are made and exploited by external suppliers. Titles 

such as Doctor Who, Strictly Come Dancing, Frozen Planet and many more have been 

valuable to the licence fee payer not simply because they are great shows, but because 

they were made in-house, giving the BBC the flexibility in promoting and exploiting 

them in the UK and around the world. A BBC owned in-house production arm has 

always been central to BBC Worldwide’s business model, enabling it to build channels 

and brands in order to compete globally on behalf of the UK. The BBC sees a return 

from this activity both directly and indirectly; directly through dividends and indirectly 

through investment in content, which is then seen on-screen by licence fee payers. This 

commercial revenue stream has become even more important given reductions in the 

BBC’s overall spending. Alongside this direct financial benefit, ownership of intellectual 

property has also built valuable commercial assets of scale that are owned by licence 

fee payers, like BBC Worldwide itself – a £1bn turnover media business and the largest 

British-owned international distributor. 

 Innovation from IP: The ownership of originated content rights makes it possible for the 

BBC to innovate its services and platforms to keep pace with audiences and ensure the 

continued delivery of its purposes to them. The launch of iPlayer would not have been 

possible without a critical mass of BBC-produced content and the BBC archive it had 

created. As the BBC moves to launch innovative products like the Ideas Service, the 

security of supply that a healthy BBC Studios can provide will be invaluable. 

 Global reputation: BBC Studios has delivered some of the world’s most-loved 

programming, and the BBC is regarded as a key source of UK cultural influence around 

the world. It is a valued and integral part of what makes the BBC the BBC in the minds 

and expectations of its audience, and educates, entertains, and informs people across 

the UK and around the world daily. 
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BBC Studios is the source of many of the best-loved programmes on the BBC 

 

BBC Studios’ programmes are a key way for the BBC to promote its brand and its values 

around the globe. For example, Strictly Come Dancing has celebrated British ballroom dancing 

around the world: BBC Worldwide has sold the programme format in over 50 territories. 

Strictly Come Dancing’s US version, Dancing with the Stars, remains one of the top ten most 

watched Entertainment shows in the US. Strictly Come Dancing is good natured, fair to its 

contributors, and celebratory and complimentary in tone. Meanwhile, Doctor Who can now be 

seen in 189 territories and boasts five million Facebook fans and c.530K Twitter followers; it is 

Tumblr’s number one television brand. The Doctor is known worldwide for his distinctly British 

manner; the programme is celebrated because of its eccentricity as well as its quality. Similarly, 

Idris Elba’s Luther has won a Critic’s Choice Award, a Screen Actors’ Guild Award, a Golden 

Globe, and a NAACP Image Award, demonstrating international acclaim for British production 

and talent and promoting the BBC internationally. 

4.3.2 The importance of the BBC owning a production unit of scale is growing as the 

wider UK production sector changes 

As is widely acknowledged, the content production sector is undergoing radical change. In 

recent years there have been growing concerns about what this might mean for the overall 

health of the UK creative sector. Ofcom’s Third Review of Public Service Broadcasting (2015) 

found that “greater vertical integration between broadcasters and production companies could 

reduce the number of companies competing for PSB commissions, and so limit commissioner choice, 

particularly in genres which can achieve substantial international revenues”. In this section we 

explain the key changes which have given rise to those concerns and the specific challenges the 

BBC faces as a result. 

Globalisation of the media sector means that access to content and ownership of IP rights are 

now vital strategic assets; they are critical for any organisation seeking to differentiate itself and 
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capture value which has become increasingly fragmented. In the UK, the production and 

broadcasting sector has reached structural maturity, evidenced by growing vertical integration 

led by the largest global groups. By 2014/15, more than 50% of the UK ‘independent’ sector by 

revenue was controlled by broadcasters, direct competitors to the BBC for both content and 

audiences. This is a marked change from the nature of the UK production sector twelve years 

ago, before the start of the last Charter: 

 

These developments have brought multiple benefits: increased investment into the UK creative 

industries; stronger, more sustainable companies; and a bigger market for those producers to 

play into; and ultimately, greater quality on screen for UK audiences.  

But they also raise new challenges to the UK supply model:  

 Firstly, not all genres provide substantial commercial reward, and there is a risk that 

competitiveness will reduce in those genres that are less commercially rewarding. 

Ofcom, again, states that: “There is a growing risk that consolidated companies focus on the 

most commercially attractive genres, leading to a lack of innovation in the less commercially 

attractive genres.”12   

 Secondly there is a risk that, in those genres which are more commercially rewarding, 

Public Service Broadcasters’ access to content may diminish. Across the global English 

                                            

12 Available at http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/psb-review-3/statement/PSB_Review_3_Statement.pdf  

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations/psb-review-3/statement/PSB_Review_3_Statement.pdf
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language production sector, some genres have become highly competitive, for example 

BBC Worldwide has seen average budgets for their investment in Drama programming 

grow by 30% between 2012/13 and 2015/16.13 As a result, it is becoming harder for 

PSBs to access the most desirable content for their audiences at an affordable price. In 

recent years, there have been numerous examples of programme renewals of titles 

jointly developed and funded by PSBs and external producers where the PSBs have 

been exposed to super-inflation and pricing which no longer relates to cost in any way. 

In light of this trend, the BBC believes – and the White Paper has endorsed – there is a need 

for the BBC to retain a production arm of scale. Without this vital strategic asset, the BBC’s 

access to content is likely to diminish both directly and indirectly: directly, as it loses stable 

supply from its in-house unit; indirectly, as it increasingly loses access to a powerful, globally 

owned external production sector.  

4.3.3 BBC Studios will not thrive under its current model; there is an immediate need 

for change 

These market changes have raised the bar for success in the production sector as a whole:  

 To win commissions from leading broadcasters, production companies now need not 

only the best ideas and execution talent, but also the most competitive funding, 

investment and distribution arrangements. Increasingly this necessitates engagement 

with a global network of co-producers and buyers.  

 To attract the best creative and business-winning talent, production companies now 

need to put together a compelling offer combining a dynamic creative environment, a 

global platform for growth and the opportunity to share in success. 

BBC Studios faces challenges adapting to this new world which result, in the main, from its 

public status and one-buyer model: 

 BBC Studios can currently only work for BBC Commissioning and is as a result fully 

exposed to any change in BBC commissioning spend. As new commissioners (such as 

Netflix) enter the market and as traditional sources of production funding (such as 

television advertising or, in the BBC’s case, the Licence Fee) decline in comparison, 

successful large-scale production companies are increasingly building a diverse range of 

customer relationships on which they rely. 

 This one-buyer model limits creative opportunity for talent, especially in certain genres 

where the most successful creatives increasingly operate globally.  

 Successful large-scale producers increasingly work hand-in-hand with distributors (often 

as part of vertically-integrated groups) and other international partners. The ability to 

raise co-production and other forms of third-party investment has become an 

                                            

13 Includes in-house and Indie, BBC and non-BBC 
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increasingly important part of the funding mix for programming, and therefore plays an 

increasingly important role in pitches to commissioners.  

BBC Studios’ current status also makes it harder for BBC Studios to attract and retain the very 

best talent. The ‘one-buyer’ model means that BBC Studios can only offer a programme idea to 

the BBC; if it is rejected then the idea is lost.  

As a result, the perception in the market can be that the independent sector offers greater 

creative freedoms and a fairer share of reward than BBC Studios. In recent years BBC Studios 

has lost a number of key creatives, which has compromised its ability to develop and execute 

the best programme ideas and therefore help deliver the BBC’s purposes. As a commercial 

entity, BBC Studios will be able to offer a wider range of potential customers to its creative 

teams, as well as offer a share in success in line with market practice.  

Collectively, these limitations to BBC Studios’ current model have undermined its ability to 

develop and deliver the best programme ideas and thus win commissions, resulting in a decline 

in its share of BBC hours. This has been exacerbated by the growing proportion of 

independent companies that no longer qualify for the independent quota and must therefore 

be commissioned in the WoCC, where BBC Studios also competes. 

In this competitive environment, BBC Studios has struggled to evolve given PS constraints 

14 

The need for radical change is now urgent: the Government White Paper requires full 

competition in all genres except News and news-related Current Affairs to be achieved over 

the next Charter period, and the December 2015 Joint Agreement with Pact committed BBC 

Public Service to 40% competition of BBC Studios’ current guaranteed output within a two 

year period. BBC Studios will therefore be exposed to the full force of competition. Rapid and 

                                            

14 Based on qualifying network programmes across all genres (i.e. Drama, Comedy, Entertainment, Factual, 

Children’s and Sport) – as defined in the BBC Agreement with the DCMS July 2006 (see para 54(4)) 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/about/how_we_govern/agreement.pdf 
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radical change will be necessary if the BBC is to retain a healthy mix of supply internally and 

externally, a scenario that benefits licence fee payers and the UK creative industry as a whole.  

4.3.4 Given the alternatives, the BBC Studios proposal is the best option for the 

licence fee payers 

A range of options for the BBC’s future supply strategy were published and consulted on as 

part of: The BBC Trust review of BBC content supply arrangements, Ofcom’s review of the 

Television Production Sector; and as part of the Government’s BBC Charter consultation. 

In June 2015, the BBC Trust review found that, while some questions remained to be answered, 

the BBC’s proposal to launch BBC Studios as a wholly-owned commercial subsidiary was the 

best available course of action. In December 2015, Ofcom’s review called for further 

assessment, but suggested that the proposal could “benefit viewers by increasing choice for 

commissioners.” 

Following the publication of the White Paper, alternative options to the BBC Studios proposal 

involving any form of BBC in-house guarantee have been excluded from this analysis. If the BBC 

Studios proposal does not receive approval, the BBC will face two remaining courses of action:  

 BBC Studios remains a part of the BBC Public Service, subject to competition 

 The BBC moves to a publisher-broadcaster model 

Compared to the alternatives, a wholly-owned commercial BBC Studios will benefit the licence 

fee payer in the following ways: 

Fair Creative competition 

Over the last thirty years, the UK production sector has gradually opened up to competition as 

the external market has matured and regulatory mechanisms have been introduced. A series of 

interventions beginning in 1990 when the first independent quota was introduced have served 

to increase plurality in the market, driving up standards and spurring innovation across the 

board. The White Paper proposals will introduce greater competition for BBC Commissioning 

spend, building on the benefits from changes to quotas in recent years. 

However, as acknowledged in Ofcom’s Third Public Service Review, the market has consolidated 

rapidly, offsetting the plurality created in recent years resulting in a significant number of large 

vertically integrated production companies. This proposal therefore recommends maximising 

competition by supporting the creation of a wholly-owned commercial production arm within 

the BBC that can compete in the market alongside external production companies on a level 

playing field. It will account for no more than 15% of UK television commissioning spend at 

launch, with no in-house guarantee, ensuring fair competition. 

Licence fee payers benefit from market competition between a wide range of producers. These 

proposals, alongside the BBC’s new content supply framework (i.e. the lifting of the in-house 

guarantee), will make the BBC’s content less quota-based and more driven by creative merit. 

The audience will benefit from open competition for quality, and external suppliers will benefit 
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from increased access to commissioning spend and less constrained commissioning decisions, 

driving a virtuous cycle of competition and innovation. 

Security of supply 

The licence fee payer will benefit from access to the widest range of content. With a strong 

production arm within the BBC Group, alongside a diverse, vibrant external sector, the BBC will 

be better placed to secure the best programmes at affordable prices for its audiences. The 

creative health of BBC Studios will therefore help ensure that the BBC has access to 

programmes of all types – particularly those in, to date, less commercially attractive genres.  

As a commercial entity, BBC Studios will be better enabled to attract and retain talent in line 

with the rest of the market, through offering them greater creative freedom and more diverse 

platforms on which to showcase their creative output.   

As the ultimate owner of new intellectual property created by BBC Studios (7.4.4), the BBC 

will also have control over a greater volume of rights than in other models. This security of 

supply will allow it to maximise the value delivered to licence fee payers over the full lifecycle of 

programming. It also offers the critical mass of rights to allow the BBC to innovate, as it did with 

the launch of iPlayer and BBC Store. 

Value 

Licence fee payers will continue to receive the benefit of the increased commercial value the 

BBC can generate from wholly-owned intellectual property. BBC Studios’ in house content 

underpins the scale and success of BBC Worldwide: that content delivers 80% of BBC 

Worldwide’s profits and around 60% of its revenues. Although BBC Worldwide works with 

independent companies as well, access to rights on the open market is diminishing due to 

increasing vertical integration. BBC Worldwide will operate a strategic partnership with a 

commercial BBC Studios (see 7.4.5).  

Strong creative sector 

The production sector, including international companies looking to invest in the UK, will 

continue to benefit from the distinctive, foundational role played by BBC Studios, including 

through skills and training; the development of on and off-screen talent; preserving specialisms 

and range; and supporting activity across the UK. The BBC’s production arm has been 

instrumental in providing training across the production sector.  

The current Framework Agreement for the BBC (Section 84(2-3)) sets out the BBC’s duty to 

“the preparation and maintenance of a highly-skilled media workforce across the audio-visual 

industry and competitiveness and productivity in that industry.” The Government’s White Paper 

reaffirmed this commitment, saying that: “in delivering its public purposes, the BBC will be 

expected to work with the UK’s creative industries through partnerships, developing skills and 

supporting training.” While the BBC Public Service will retain accountability for delivering on this 

public duty, BBC Studios will remain an integrated part of the Group; it will continue to require 
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its staff to take all mandatory BBC training courses, and to provide a range of optional training 

and traineeships.15 As a production entity of scale, and given the mobile nature of the talent in 

the TV industry, BBC Studios’ on the job training will continue to be a valuable asset to the 

wider production industry. 

Pan-UK creative sector 

BBC Television is committed to commissioning content from across the UK, and BBC Studios 

will optimise its alignment to the BBC Public Service by operating across several UK bases and 

continuing to produce non-network local content as well as network content (the majority of 

non-network local BBC Studios teams have already moved into BBC Studios). 

BBC Studios will have a continuing commitment in principle to all of its bases, reflecting the 

decision to incorporate local teams into BBC Studios and for BBC Studios to focus on the BBC 

Public Service’s network commissioning priorities. The scale of that commitment will in future 

need to vary depending upon commercial performance, but BBC Studios will aspire to continue 

to reflect and align with the BBC Public Service’s out-of-London commitments. BBC Studios will 

therefore be well placed to contribute to the BBC’s commitments to local (non-network) 

content, to representing the UK’s Nations and Regions, and to sustaining a healthy national and 

regional production ecology. 

The alternatives to a commercial BBC Studios would not deliver the same benefits.  

As noted above, if the BBC Studios proposal does not meet with approval, the BBC faces two 

alternative courses of action, both of which would result in it becoming a publisher-broadcaster 

in due course:  

 Retaining BBC Studios as a part of the Public Service with full competition and without 

the ability to reform to address market challenges. This would result in accelerated 

decline and likely end in the BBC becoming a publisher-broadcaster over a ten year 

horizon. 

 Moving immediately to a publisher-broadcaster model 

Both these scenarios would compromise the benefits outlined above, simply over different time 

scales: 

Fair Creative competition 

Without a thriving BBC Studios, the plurality of the supply market would be reduced, 

meaning the licence fee payer would not benefit from the same range and diversity of 

ideas or the same level of competition for commissioning-spend. 

Security of supply 

                                            

15 BBC Academy will be expected to continue to manage traineeships and apprenticeships across the Group, and 

to charge a fair market rate to BBC Studios for certain services (See Section 7, Fair Trading)  
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If the long-term creative strength of BBC Studios is not secured, the BBC will not be 

able to guarantee the same availability of content to licence fee payers: 

 The range and diversity of content currently supplied by BBC Studios would be 

at risk which would make it harder to fulfil the BBC’s requirements in respect of 

less commercially attractive genres 

 The BBC would be wholly reliant on negotiations with external producers to 

supply content. It would potentially reduce its role to that of a first-window 

commissioner, enabling major production groups to grow new brands which 

then do not provide any additional benefit to licence fee payers 

 The BBC would have less flexibility in making content available on new 

platforms: without a body of wholly owned IP, the BBC could see further 

declines in its licensing windows, resulting in reduced availability of content to 

the licence fee payer  

Value 

BBC Worldwide returns significant value to the BBC Public Service through the co-

creation and exploitation of BBC Group owned content. Without that content, as 

would be the case under alternative scenarios, BBC Worldwide would be greatly 

diminished.  

As part of the BBC’s response to the Green Paper, the BBC modelled a range of 

alternative scenarios, including a lower in-house guarantee. Analysis showed that, with 

even a small reduction in the pipeline of content from BBC Studios, the licence fee 

payer would be deprived of significant commercial returns to the BBC. 

Strong creative sector 

Without the foundational role that BBC Studios plays in supporting production activity 

around the UK, training new talent, and maintaining expertise across a range of 

specialisms in less commercial genres, there is a risk that over time the UK independent 

production sector would be weakened as a result of BBC Studios’ decline.  

As argued above, a successful BBC Studios is integral to BBC Worldwide’s business 

model, so much so that without a successful BBC Studios, BBC Worldwide risks 

becoming diminished to the extent that it is unable to continue its important role in 

distributing British content around the world, an eventuality that would damage the 

independent sector as well as the BBC.   

Pan-UK creative sector 

The failure of BBC Studios to maintain its breadth and range of expertise may also pose 

a threat to the BBC’s financial ability to maintain its pan-UK presence. This could impact 

the quality and range of output in our non-network production, as well as the range of 

out-of-London production that the BBC would be able to support in-house. 
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The launch of BBC Studios as a commercial subsidiary will represent a significant reform 

to the BBC’s structure. It will promote more robust competition across the BBC’s 

supply base; it will drive up quality, creativity and value for money for licence fee payers. 

And, most importantly it will ensure that the licence fee payer retains access to a 

sustainable flow of British public service programming. A successful BBC Studios will 

preserve the existence of a strong British-owned production company, imbued with the 

BBC’s values, operated on behalf of the UK public, focused on the needs and interests 

of UK audiences.  

The alternatives would make the BBC a less attractive home for talent, increase the cost of the 

BBC’s programmes, reduce commercial returns to the BBC and adversely impact the 

effectiveness of the UK production sector overall. This would like result in fewer, more 

expensive and more commercially focused programmes, with a major impact on the delivery of 

the BBC’s purposes. 

4.4 BBC Studios’ role in supporting the BBC’s Public Purposes 

A commercial service is considered to fit with the BBC’s public purpose activities under clause 

69(3) of the BBC Framework Agreement with the Secretary of State, if it passes two tests: 

 Test of Appropriateness - it is appropriate to be carried on in association with the 

promotion of the public purposes; and 

 Test of Connectedness - it is connected, other than merely in financial terms, with the 

ways in which the BBC promotes its public purposes 

4.4.1 Demonstration of Appropriateness 

The BBC currently delivers its public purposes by producing Online, Radio, and Television 

content for UK audiences. As stated above, Television programming is by far the most 

significant form of BBC content by spend and hours, accounting for 58% of total licence fee 

revenues in 2016 (£2,201m);16 in 2015/16 BBC Studios’ programming accounted for c.20% 

(£360m) of total BBC Public Service spend on content and services.17 It is today, therefore, one 

of the main vehicles the BBC uses today to deliver its public purposes through the production 

of television programming.  

BBC Studios’ launch as a commercial subsidiary would not be expected to result in any change 

in the nature or standards of BBC Studios’ content. Public expectation has always been for the 

BBC to produce a range of challenging and entertaining public service content: this proposal will 

not alter that expectation. 

                                            

16 £2,201m represents 2016 licence fee revenues spent on Television Content, distribution and its support, and 

general support. In the BBC’s annual report, Television content includes BBC One, BBC Two, BBC Three, BBC 

Four, CBBC, CBeebies, BBC ALBA, BBC News channel, BBC Parliament 
17 BBC Annual report lists £1,702m as total spend on BBC Public Service Content and Services, including spend on 

BBC One, BBC Two, BBC Three, BBC Four, CBBC, CBeebies, BBC ALBA, BBC News Channel, BBC Parliament; it 

excludes distribution and its support, and general support; total licence fee spend on BBC Studios content in 

2015/16 was c.£360m. 
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Over time, it is expected that BBC Studios will grow its presence in the wider market, and 

begin to produce for third-party broadcasters as well as for the BBC. As BBC Studios’ customer 

base grows and its staff base and culture adapt, BBC Studios will protect the BBC’s public 

service reputation in the following ways:  

BBC Studios will be wholly-owned and governed by the BBC 

 The BBC will be the sole owner of BBC Studios, which will remain a part of the BBC 

Group. As laid out in Section 5, the BBC will agree BBC Studios’ editorial scope, which 

will be reviewed at regular intervals. 

 BBC Studios’ objects and articles will clearly articulate its public mission and connection 

with the BBC Public Service; it will be for the BBC Group to determine the content of 

these. 

BBC Studios will prioritise the BBC Public Service and aspire to be its key supplier 

 BBC Studios’ mission statement is “to support the BBC Group by producing bold, 

British, creative content for customers and audiences around the world.” 

 Both in the early years and the longer term, the BBC is expected to be BBC Studios’ 

most important potential customer; therefore, BBC Studios will continue to focus on 

the distinctive requirements of the BBC Group. 

 BBC Studios’ breadth of activity will be matched to the BBC’s requirements. For 

example, BBC Studios will retain bases in the Nations and Regions where the BBC has 

significant programming quotas, and its geographical structure will be aligned with the 

BBC’s own geographic foot-print. 

All BBC Studios content will abide by BBC Group Editorial Standards 

 Whether BBC Studios produces content for the BBC or for a third-party, all BBC 

Studios’ content will abide by the BBC’s Editorial Guidelines and relevant guidance.18 

There will be no difference in the production values of BBC Studios’ content no matter 

which broadcaster has acted as the commissioner. 

 BBC Studios will continue to abide by all pan-BBC standards and policies, and will 

continue to have access to relevant advisory units (including Editorial Policy, and Fair 

Trading) as set out in Section 5.   

As an organisation, the BBC has always produced, and will continue to produce distinctive and 

challenging content to the highest ethical and editorial standards. The BBC’s existing global 

reputation for quality, integrity and impartiality will be one of BBC Studios’ unique selling-points 

in the market-place. Quality programming is the hallmark of BBC content, and will therefore 

remain the hallmark of BBC Studios’ content.  

                                            

18 There will be appropriate amendments to the commercial sections of the BBC Editorial Guidelines (chapters 14-

17) relating to content produced for third-party commercial broadcasters and platform providers. 
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4.4.2 Demonstration of Connectedness 

The BBC Studios proposal is strongly connected and consistent with the BBC’s public purposes.  

Below, we have presented BBC Studios’ proposed activities against the current public purposes, 

and – where relevant - signalled how these correspond to the proposed public purposes as laid 

out in the White Paper: 

4.4.2.1 Public purpose 1: Stimulating creativity and cultural excellence 

(Proposed: Showing the most creative, highest quality, and distinctive content) 

BBC Studios will build on its heritage as the UK’s leading producer of quality, distinctive content 

across all genres. In all areas of production, BBC Studios will continue to differentiate itself from 

the competition, seeking to ask the more important questions, deliver the more challenging 

concepts, and tackle the more resonant and significant topics. It will continue not only to reflect 

the national conversation but to set the agenda and to shape it.  

BBC Studios will continue to aspire to be the BBC Public Service’s main supplier and BBC 

Studios will continue to have a public service mind-set born out of a deeply engrained and 

unique culture. This ethos and culture delivers outstanding benefits to audiences and acts as a 

competitive spur for distinctive public service production in the UK creative sector and globally.  

BBC Studios will necessarily become more dynamic and more fluid in its talent-base as a 

commercial entity, but this will not be at the expense of its unique selling-point in distinctive 

public service content production. BBC Studios programming will continue to bear the 

hallmarks of public service content by: 

 Tackling important issues for large audiences - BBC Studios has created some of the UK’s 

most enduring Continuing Drama with large mainstream audiences: EastEnders, Holby 

City, Casualty, and Doctors. Over the years these programmes have raised awareness 

around important societal issues including cot death, female genital mutilation, post-

partum depression, mental health issues and LGBT rights. 

 Marrying important issues with top talent - BBC Studios has been instrumental in 

delivering critically acclaimed dramas and challenging factual content. Murdered by my 

Boyfriend, Marvellous, and Life and Death Row all employ outstanding writer and director 

talent to bring important issues to life. 

 Promoting diversity in its widest sense - BBC Studios has always given a voice and a 

platform to all audiences and to diverse talent across the UK resulting in award-winning 

shows such as Luther, Britain’s Forgotten Slave Owners, and Five Daughters. 

 Supporting depth and expert knowledge - critical mass in production delivers depth of 

expertise and encourages risk-taking, as well as creating a beacon for ongoing 

partnerships. For example, in the Natural History Unit, technical innovation is often 

triggered by the depth and expertise of the department. In Science, a brand like Horizon 
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delivered exclusivity on the Higgs-Boson Story and was the first port-of-call for the Royal 

Veterinary College on ground-breaking research into the Secret Life of the Cat. 

 Supporting range - the range of genres and subjects made by BBC Studios creates a kind 

of internal “academy” of opportunity; it creates ease of movement for talent across 

genres, subject, and form. So, Science and Drama can work together to deliver 

distinctive output such as Challenger; Science and Entertainment can work together to 

deliver a Science panel show such as Six Degrees; and History and Features can work 

together to deliver enduring content such as Coast. 

 Marrying innovation and tradition - BBC Studios has been creating much-loved public 

service television content for the last 60 years, and some of the UK’s best-loved 

traditional public service content can be attributed to BBC Studios. But BBC Studios 

innovates with its most traditional content so that a simple theatre-relay such as The 

Duchess of Malfi could be filmed while lit entirely with candles, or classic period 

drama The Go-Between could be partly shot hand-held, giving a more contemporary 

documentary feel. 

 Creating highly distinctive content - the Government’s White Paper has proposed that the 

BBC’s new public purposes include a specific commitment to distinctiveness. BBC 

Studios will continue to produce a broad mix of genres, programmes and content; and 

to create programming for the widest possible range of audiences. The BBC Studios’ 

proposal will better enable the scale of BBC Studios’ creative ambition, and allow BBC 

Studios to retain its hallmark for quality programming, innovation and creative risk-

taking. 

Great creative output relies on great creative talent and BBC Studios will be better placed to 

attract and retain talent as a commercial entity. It will be able to offer more opportunities on a 

global scale and, via its partnership with third-party co-producers and investors it will be able to 

build relationships with a wider range of global talent. Going forwards, BBC Studios will be able 

to raise the bar for cultural excellence in its output because of its increased access to talent.  

4.4.2.2 Public purpose 2: Bringing the UK to the world and the world to the UK  

(Proposed: Reflecting the UK, its culture and values to the world) 

As a commercial entity, BBC Studios will be better enabled to export its work globally, and to 

bring the wider world to UK screens: 

Bring the UK to the world 

As the BBC exports its content internationally, it also exports British values around the world. 

The BBC has long been heralded as one of the principal exporters of UK cultural influence. 

Today, people around the world love David Attenborough, Brian Cox, James Corden, Tracy 

Ullman, and Louis Theroux: all talent whose careers were developed by BBC Studios, and who 

are loved around the world in part because they are distinctly British. 
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One of BBC Studios’ aims is to continue to develop creative content and formats to export 

and develop globally: to continue reflecting our nation to the world. International exploitation 

of wholly-owned intellectual property will in turn provide some added commercial content 

investment back to the BBC, better enabling the BBC to continue to commission content on a 

global scale. This will build on BBC production’s legacy for global hits including Top Gear, Strictly 

Come Dancing, and Doctor Who.  

BBC Studios will be free to work more closely with BBC Worldwide and other international 

third-party content investors, putting together complex, multi-party financing and talent deals 

which are increasingly necessary for creative success. For BBC Studios to retain its global scale, 

co-production partnerships will become more and more important. BBC Studios will be better 

able to proactively seek and sustain these relationships in a more seamless and more joined up 

way, meaning it can work on a global scale more frequently and more often.  

Bring the world to the UK 

BBC Studios teams have always striven to bring global issues, voices, and ideas to a UK 

audience. Big Blue Live bought orcas, humpback whales and blue whales to living rooms in the 

UK. Africa bought viewers deep into the Kalahari, the Congo, and the savannah. Religion’s Songs 

of Praise from “The Jungle” in Calais covered the frontline of the migrant crisis, while Seven 

Wonders of the Commonwealth brought the natural history of the Commonwealth to life. The 

World’s Busiest Railway (Mumbai) showed UK audiences India in a new light; and Louis Theroux – 

Law and Order in Lagos reflected issues of policing in a corrupt country.  

BBC Studios’ ability to win business from UK and international broadcasters and platforms will 

provide further creative impetus to its production teams. BBC Studios will be freer to work 

with international partners and talent from around the world. The teams will be able to work in 

other territories, giving them the opportunity to learn and incorporate fresh ways of working, 

building in the latest production techniques from around the world.  

4.4.2.3 Public purpose 3: Representing the UK, its nations, regions and communities 

(Proposed: Reflecting, representing and serving the diverse communities of all the UK’s nations 

and regions) 

BBC Studios sets the benchmark for bringing the nation together in times of national 

celebration and commemoration, from the Royal Wedding to the State Opening of Parliament. 

BBC Studios has the capacity to bring audiences together, for example with the Silver Jubilee 

Concert broadcast live from Buckingham Palace. BBC Studios will aim to work with some of the 

BBC’s charitable partners across the UK, including Children in Need and Comic Relief. Indeed, 

BBC Studios has a long and proud track record in delivering programming that brings the nation 

together around good causes such as these. 

BBC Studios’ geographic footprint across the UK is designed to be a differentiator from other 

parts of the industry, and the majority of the non-network teams in the Nations will be moving 
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into BBC Studios alongside in-house teams.19 BBC Studios’ pan-UK presence brings creative and 

logistic advantages.  

BBC Studios’ strong history of national and local production will be enhanced as BBC Studios 

will incorporate both teams. A closer working relationship between network and non-network 

production will better enable BBC Studios to leverage talent and staffing between network and 

non-network groups. For example: 

 Non-network programming can provide an important pipeline of talent to network (and vice 

versa): for example writers for Continuing Drama have begun their careers working for 

BBC Scotland’s River City; Another example is Real Lives Re-United which was originally 

commissioned for network Daytime and led to a local spin-off series in Northern 

Ireland made by the same production team. 

 Regional hubs that combine network and non-network teams can stimulate growth in the 

local creative services sector: for example combining the Doctor Who, Casualty and Pobol Y 

Cwm teams under one roof in Roath Lock (Wales) since 2012 has created a critical 

mass, both operationally and creatively, that has stimulated growth in the creative 

services sector in Wales. 

 Together network and local teams can tell bigger and richer stories for our audiences: for 

example the World War One Centenary season saw network and local (non-network) 

programming run concurrently across the whole of the UK: over the four years, c.1,400 

stories are to be featured on BBC Local and Nations’ TV and Radio across the UK 

alongside a strong portfolio of network programming. Other examples include the 

success network and local teams have had with co-commissioned comedy titles in 

Scotland such as Still Game, Two Doors Down and Mountain Goats.  

As a major supplier of non-network content to the BBC, BBC Studios’ expertise in non-

network programming will assist in the delivery of this purpose. In the past, BBC non-network 

production has produced local content such as Scotland’s Landward, Wales’ Pobol Y Cwm, or 

Weatherman Walking and episodes of Northern Ireland’s True North. Local content has covered 

consumer and topical issues in the Nations, including Wales’ X-Ray, 24/7, or Real Families; it has 

covered National and Local History such as Scotland’s The Ships that Made the Commonwealth 

Fergusson-Burns’ Forgotten Hero, or Pipers in the Trenches; it has showcased local arts and culture, 

for example in The Story of Scottish Art and Northern Ireland’s The Arts Show.  

BBC Studios’ editorial strategy for development will be based around two distinctive themes: 

original perspectives and diverse voices. BBC Studios’ aim is to serve a UK that is becoming 

more and more diverse, and it will use its deep links to different parts of the country to 

champion diversity. BBC Studios aims to lead the market in portrayal. In doing so, it will be 

                                            

19 The BBC Studios non-network team will include the majority of in-house non-network teams working in Drama, 

Comedy, Factual and Entertainment. Local Events teams in the Nations will remain in the Public Service, but the 

BBC Studios Events teams will continue to cover Nations and Local events as required. 
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continuing a strong tradition: Murdered by my Father spotted new young writing talent and gave 

them their first opportunity; Defying the Label was a critical part of the BBC’s disabilities season; 

and Citizen Khan or the Comedy Feed Dane’s Dreams both offered young comedians from 

ethnic minorities a first opportunity to write or perform for the BBC. 

4.4.2.4 Public purpose 4: Delivering to the public the benefit of emerging communications 

technologies and services 

The BBC has an ambition to make more of its content available digitally: BBC Three online and 

the proposals for the Ideas Service are both indicative of this goal. For these services, as with 

some of its past innovations such as BBC iPlayer, a critical weight of BBC-owned intellectual 

property is vital both for the commercial value and source of service innovation it provides. 

Take the example of the Ideas Service: the BBC has a mass of Specialist Factual and Arts 

content originated by BBC Studios that it can use to launch the platform. The security of supply 

that a healthy BBC Studios can provide makes innovations like this viable. 

Like any modern production company of scale, BBC Studios will support and develop digital 

content for the BBC and third parties. New online video and digital content providers in the 

market are rapidly increasing their budgets for original content, and BBC Studios will have some 

dedicated digital capability to test new ideas and talent, and explore new formats such as virtual 

reality, and interactive storytelling.  

4.4.2.5 Public purpose 5: Promoting education and learning 

(Proposed: Supporting learning for people of all ages) 

BBC Studios’ content has long been a source of diverse informal education for people of all 

ages across the UK. Recent History programming has included The Blitz, Rebuilding a Nation 

Warsaw, Lucy Worsley and Helen Castor’s The Real Versailles, and The Story of the Vikings; 

programming such as Fighting Dementia and Trust me I’m a Doctor has provided valuable advice 

on health and wellbeing for viewers at home. Meanwhile Natural World, Stargazing, and 

Gardener’s World can provide valuable information about peoples’ natural surroundings.    

The BBC has a long tradition of establishing and developing important cultural partnerships; 

these help extend the reach of BBC programming and provide important legacy and learning 

opportunities for our programmes and brands. The BBC has delivered The Richard Dimbleby 

Lectures annually almost every year since 1972, featuring public figures such as Bill Gates, Sir 

Terry Pratchett, Prince Charles and most recently Gregory Doran.  BBC’s 40-year partnership 

with The Open University has enabled the delivery of programming including Stargazing Live 

and The Secret History of Our Streets. And, this year the Shakespeare Season has resulted in key 

collaborations with the Royal Shakespeare Company, The Globe and a wide range of cultural 

and Arts institutions. Other examples of partnerships include the Manchester Passion with 

Manchester City Council and the Arts Council and local Arts organisations and Bollywood 

Carmen live from Bradford City Park. BBC Studios will continue to support this Public Purpose, 

building on its expertise in this area. It will continue to seek out, develop and grow partnerships 
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that help the BBC Group deliver on a core public commitment to the wider UK cultural 

economy. 

4.4.2.6 Public purpose 6: Sustaining citizenship and civil society 

(Providing impartial news and information to help people understand and engage with the 

world around them) 

The BBC Studios proposal will not result in any significant changes to the BBC’s News and 

Current Affairs capabilities, funding, and teams. 

Alongside BBC News, BBC Studios will continue to contribute to the BBC’s public purpose of 

“sustaining citizenship and civil society” and the proposed public purpose of providing 

“information to help people understand and engage with the world around them.” It will do so 

by shining a light on everything from local stories to the structures and behaviour of institutions 

and corporations. BBC Studios produces acclaimed consumer content like Watchdog and Rip 

Off, and powerful “call-to-action” programming that encourages people to be citizens in 

Crimewatch. Its Natural History programming, such as Springwatch and Winterwatch, contributes 

more to the understanding of what it means to be a custodian of the environment than almost 

any other media in Britain. The BBC Events team has strong relationships with national 

institutions including The Palace, Whitehall and the military. Across the UK, BBC Studios’ 

expertise offers enviable access to cultural, academic, business, and political organisations. 

Powerful and engaging series such as Our War, The Met, and even Inside John Lewis enable 

audiences to better understand the structures that govern our society.  

4.5 Summary 

Opening BBC Studios up to compete in the market will preserve a strong BBC-owned 

production division, working on behalf of the BBC and the licence fee payer. The proposal will 

allow BBC Studios to diversify the opportunities it seeks, and the financial and creative 

partnerships it forms. It will sustain production as a critical part of the BBC’s mission and 

purposes, and open up opportunities for the UK’s best talent. 

Crucially, the BBC Studios’ proposal will make the BBC better positioned to serve its public 

service purposes on behalf of the British public. 

Current Public Purposes ii.  Proposed Public Purposes 

(As laid out in HMG’s White Paper) 

 BBC Studios 

Connectedness 

Sustaining citizenship and civil 

society 

 Providing impartial news and 

information to help people understand 

and engage with the world around 

them 

 

PARTIAL 

Promoting education and 

learning 

 Supporting learning for people of all 

ages 

 
HIGH 

Stimulating creativity and cultural 

excellence 

 Showing the most creative, highest 

quality and distinctive content 

 
HIGH 

Representing the UK, its nations,  Reflecting, representing and serving the  HIGH 
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regions and communities diverse communities of all the UK’s 

nations and regions 

Bringing the UK to the world and 

the world to the UK 

 Reflecting the UK, its culture and values 

to the world 

 
HIGH 

Delivering to the public the 

benefit of emerging 

communications technologies 

and services 

  

 

 

 

 

PARTIAL 
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5. Commercial Criterion Two: Brand and Reputation  

5.1 Purpose of this section 

This section will demonstrate that BBC Studios will continue to produce distinctive and 

memorable content to the highest ethical and editorial standards.  

This section is made up of four parts:  

 Part 5.2 outlines the BBC’s approach to demonstrating that BBC Studios will uphold the 

BBC’s good reputation and the value of its brand 

 Part 5.3 sets out an outline of the proposed governance structures and policies in place 

to ensure the BBC’s reputation is upheld, enhanced and protected in the new venture  

 Part 5.4 sets out the measures in place to protect the value of the BBC’s brand 

                                            

20 Including but not limited to: the Ofcom Broadcast Code, Advertising and Sponsorship Guidelines for BBC 

Commercial Services, BBC Fair Trading Guidelines, and BBC Brand and Design Guidelines. There will be suitable 

amendments to these guidelines in coming months, particularly to the commercial sections of the BBC Editorial 

Guidelines (chapters 14-17) relating to content produced for third-party commercial broadcasters. 

 

SUMMARY 

 The BBC must demonstrate that the BBC Studios proposal will not jeopardise the good 

reputation of the BBC or the value of the BBC brand.  

 The BBC has a strong track-record for managing and protecting its brand and reputation. 

BBC Studios will not only protect the BBC’s brand but will also promote it in the UK and 

abroad. 

 BBC Studios’ governance structure will balance BBC Studios’ requirement for operational 

separation and commercial efficiency with the BBC Group’s requirement for appropriate 

editorial influence and oversight of key decisions. There will be a regular BBC Group 

review of BBC Studios’ editorial vision, strategy and scope, and the appropriate BBC 

Group Board will be expected to agree BBC Studios’ editorial scope. 

 In line with the approach taken by BBC Worldwide, all BBC Studios content will abide by 

the BBC Editorial Guidelines and all relevant BBC Group guidance, policies and external 

regulations as applicable.20 BBC Studios staff will continue to take all mandatory BBC 

Group training, and to seek guidance from relevant BBC Group advisory units as necessary. 

 Subject to the appropriate regulatory restrictions, there will continue to be a collaborative 

relationship between BBC Studios and the rest of the BBC Group with regards to brand 

management.  

 In keeping with established practice, the BBC will issue a brand licence between BBC Public 

Service and BBC Studios which governs BBC Studios’ use of the BBC master-brand. The 

management of programme brands will be determined by the contractual framework 

between BBC Studios and BBC Public Service. 
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 Part 5.5 concludes  

5.2 Approach to demonstrating BBC Studios will uphold the BBC’s brand 

and reputation 

BBC Studios will support the BBC Group by producing bold, British, creative content for 

commissioners and audiences around the world; it will do so in a commercially efficient and 

creatively ambitious manner. High editorial standards are the hallmark of the BBC as a global 

producer and broadcaster, and BBC Studios will be no exception. 

With this objective in mind, the BBC has developed the BBC Studios proposal in a manner 

which best protects the BBC’s brand and reputation and which is cognisant of the potential 

risks which could arise from the move to a model which operates an arm’s length from BBC 

Public Service and which introduces the option to work for third-party commissioners.  

The key brand and reputation risks which this proposal has been mindful to avoid are: 

 Any diminution of the editorial, regulatory or brand guidelines and guidance to which 

BBC Studios must adhere, such that the brand and reputation of the BBC Group is 

undermined; 

 Any participation by BBC Studios in areas of business or content which have been 

previously deemed not to be appropriate for association with the BBC Group; 

 Any use by BBC Studios of funding models which bring the BBC Group into disrepute 

and/or undermine the BBC Group reputation for impartiality and editorial integrity; 

 Any lack of clarity on the lines of accountability for editorial and brand decisions taken 

by BBC Studios’ employees, including day-to-day talent activities and the most sensitive 

areas of activity around child protection and whistleblowing, health & safety, and training; 

 Any entry by BBC Studios into new and novel business activities with potential 

implications for the BBC’s brand and reputation without appropriate oversight from the 

Group; 

 Any diminution of the ability of the BBC Group to leverage BBC Studios’ programme 

brands to deliver its overall public service strategy;  

 Any diminution in the BBC Group’s overall approach to brand quality and standards. 

We are confident that BBC Studios can realise its mission statement: to not only protect the 

BBC’s brand, but to promote it in the UK and abroad. This section will outline the measures 

that will be put in place to ensure that BBC Studios upholds and protects the BBC’s brand and 

reputation.  

In this section, five general principles have been applied: 

Build on existing BBC processes and protocols wherever possible  
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The BBC has a strong track-record for managing and protecting its brand and reputation. These 

editorial and brand proposals have built from the existing processes and procedures that the 

BBC Group already has in place to manage both BBC in-house Production (as was) and BBC 

Worldwide. Where relevant, detail has been provided on the extension of existing BBC 

editorial and commercial processes and protocols and any new measures that will be put in 

place. 

Reflect the fact that BBC Studios as a wholly-owned part of the BBC Group 

BBC Studios will remain a part of the BBC Group as a wholly-owned commercial subsidiary. 

This will include BBC Group governance and visibility of BBC Studios’ business and strategic 

decisions to ensure that they are in line with BBC Group brand values and policies. 

Acknowledge that BBC Studios’ production values and high editorial standards will be its main USP 

in the market-place, irrespective of how or where the content is produced or distributed 

As a wholly-owned subsidiary BBC Studios will be an integrated part of the BBC Group with 

the primary aim of supporting the Group in delivering its remit and public purposes. Public 

service values will continue to be at the heart of BBC Studios regardless of commercial 

circumstances or financial incentive. (See Commercial Criterion One: Fit with Public Purposes, 

Section 4). The BBC’s existing global reputation for editorial quality, integrity and impartiality will 

be one of the hallmarks of BBC Studios’ proposition to the market. All BBC Studios’ content, 

including third-party content, will abide by the BBC Editorial Guidelines, wherever in the world 

it is produced or distributed and however it is funded. BBC Studios’ teams producing content 

for any commissioner will continue to have access to BBC Group editorial policy advice and 

guidance; BBC Studios will also continue to maintain the system of mandatory referrals to the 

appropriate senior editorial figure. The BBC has always produced, and will continue to produce 

distinctive and challenging content to the highest ethical and editorial standards, and BBC 

Studios will uphold and promote this tradition.  

Assume a collaborative relationship between BBC Public Service and BBC Studios 

BBC Studios is expected to have a highly collaborative day-to-day working relationship with 

BBC Public Service and other parts of the BBC Group on development, production, and 

exploitation of content – to the extent that this is appropriate given the regulatory framework. 

The BBC will continue to coordinate brand management between BBC Studios, the BBC Public 

Service, and BBC Worldwide, and all entities will continue to adhere as now to the BBC Brand 

Guidelines which will be updated as required.  In keeping with the BBC’s relationship with 

independent suppliers, in the event of a major dispute, the BBC Public Service will adjudicate. 

Address the activities relevant to BBC Studios’ current proposed scope and remit 

This document has been written to account for the scope and remit of BBC Studios as outlined 

in section 6.5. Were this scope or remit to change – for example through a shift into content 

exploitation, the BBC’s regulatory oversight, processes, and the governance outlined below for 

BBC Studios would be revisited accordingly.  
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5.3 Governance structures and policies 

BBC Studios will remain a part of the BBC Group. It will have a robust governance and 

oversight framework that ensures that it maintains and upholds the BBC’s brand and reputation. 

BBC Studios will adhere to the following BBC Guidelines:  

 BBC’s Editorial Guidelines and relevant guidance 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidelines     

 Ofcom Broadcast Code 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/broadcasting/broadcast-codes/broadcast-code/  

 Advertising and Sponsorship Guidelines for BBC Commercial Services 

http://www.bbcworldwide.com/advertising.aspx  

 BBC Fair Trading Guidelines  

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/policiesandguidelines

/pdf/fairtrading_guidelines_010812.pdf  

 BBC Brand and Design Guidelines 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/branding  

BBC Studios will also abide by any other BBC Group guidance and external regulations as 

applicable.  The above Guidelines will be updated to encompass any areas of BBC Studios’ 

output and activity which are not already covered. In addition, there will be appropriate 

amendments to the commercial sections of the BBC Editorial Guidelines (chapters 14-17) 

relating to content produced for third-party commercial broadcasters.  If these guidelines are 

updated for any reason deemed necessary by the BBC Group, BBC Studios would be expected 

to abide by the revised Guidelines. 

5.3.1 Areas of restricted business and content   

BBC Studios will be able to undertake work for and with a wide range of broadcasters, 

organisations and partners in addition to the BBC and its commercial subsidiaries and channels. 

BBC Studios will also expect to partner with and enter into a range of business ventures and 

relationships with a range of partners, contractors, suppliers, clients and others. 

In the future BBC Studios may also work for other customers including but not limited to large 

corporates, and cultural institutions. Any significant change of editorial strategy would need to 

be ratified by the BBC Group. Protocols and guidance will be put in place to oversee and 

regulate non-core BBC Studios’ activity. 

All business arrangements and content production activity will be consistent with BBC-wide 

standards, and the BBC’s brand, values, and reputation. These activities will not undermine the 

BBC or the BBC Group’s reputation.  

Certain areas of business may raise issues around editorial integrity and impartiality, or lobbying 

and undue prominence and should be referred for advice. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/guidelines
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/broadcasting/broadcast-codes/broadcast-code/
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/policiesandguidelines/pdf/fairtrading_guidelines_010812.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/policiesandguidelines/pdf/fairtrading_guidelines_010812.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/branding
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Where BBC Studios’ digital, marketing or social activities are found to compete or conflict with 

activity elsewhere in the BBC Group, this would be discussed and decided upon at a BBC 

Group level. BBC Studios is currently working with BBC Editorial Policy and Fair Trading to 

establish clear editorial principles around these types of non-broadcaster led activities. 

5.3.2 Funding arrangements  

BBC Studios will be able to enter into a range of funding arrangements including but not limited 

to co-ventures, joint ventures, investments in third parties, co-productions, tax incentives and 

funding from suitable trusts and foundations.  All such sources of finance will comply with all the 

BBC’s regulatory obligations and applicable guidelines and policies, and follow the BBC’s 

relevant governance process.21 

It will be important that BBC Studios can enter into these funding arrangements in a confident 

and agile manner. BBC Studios is working with Editorial Policy and Fair Trading and 

Competition Legal on detailed guidance which will outline appropriate safeguards, processes 

and streamlined referrals in this area.  

Funding arrangements will be subject to the following principles: 

 They must not bring the BBC into disrepute and/or undermine the BBC Group 

reputation for editorial integrity and impartiality 

 BBC Studios’ programmes and content commissioned by or with BBC Public Service 

must not involve funding arrangements which constitute sponsorship or product 

placement  

 They must comply with State Aid Law and Commercial Efficiency framework 

5.3.3 Future governance structure of BBC Studios   

BBC Studios’ governance structure will balance BBC Studios’ requirement for independence 

and commercial efficiency with the BBC Group’s requirement for appropriate editorial influence 

and oversight of key decisions. For example, there will a regular BBC Group review of BBC 

Studios’ editorial vision, strategy and scope.  

The appropriate BBC Group Boards will be expected to agree BBC Studios’ editorial scope. 

Details of the expected corporate, governance, and management structures, and the expected 

responsibilities of the unitary Board can be found in section 7.4.1. 

5.3.4 Proposed compliance processes, accountabilities and escalation requirements 

5.3.4.1 Editorial and regulatory compliance  

BBC Studios will adopt a compliance model based on the existing structure for BBC 

Worldwide.  

                                            

21 As advised by the BBC Executive Board and relevant delegations from it. 
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In keeping with current practice for BBC Worldwide, BBC Studios takes principal responsibility 

for compliance with BBC Group policies. It will appoint a Compliance, Editorial and 

Governance Manager (CEG Manager). He/she will act as a single point of contact to ensure 

that BBC Studios sets up and maintains robust processes and referrals to comply with all 

relevant BBC regulatory policy including but not exhaustively: 

 Editorial Standards 

 Child protection 

 Health and Safety  

 Data Protection 

 Fair Trading Principles 

 Anti-bribery 

 Funding regulations/ State-aid regulations 

In line with current BBC Group policy, the BBC Studios CEG Manager will report into relevant 

BBC Group boards and other boards attending as required e.g. Editorial Standards Board. The 

BBC Studios CEG manager will have access to the relevant regulatory and advisory units in the 

BBC Group, and will work in collaboration with the Head of Compliance, Television and with 

Fair Trading. 

BBC Studios’ Executive Producers will continue to have the established compliance 

responsibility for the programmes they deliver to the BBC as a broadcaster. Short-form content 

will continue to follow the existing compliance structure established by the broadcaster. 

Executives will be able to comply programmes as they will continue to undertake mandatory 

and specialised training as outlined below under Training. BBC Studios’ teams and executives 

will continue to have direct access to all relevant advisory units (including Editorial Policy and 

Fair Trading) which will continue to advise as is current practice. 

BBC Studios compliance accountabilities will require some additional cost to BBC Studios in 

terms of resources, training, and auditing so that it has the proper capability to uphold the 

rigorous compliance standards of the BBC Group. This accountability applies to BBC Studios 

but does not extend to Independent companies making content for the BBC. 

As part of the BBC Group, the Director General has the ultimate power of sanction to dismiss 

any personnel within BBC Studios who do not uphold the editorial standards of the BBC. This 

does not apply to external suppliers.  

Accountability for all published content resides with the relevant broadcaster. Where BBC 

Studios is producing for a third-party broadcaster, it will also work with the relevant 

broadcasters’ compliance structures. BBC Studios will also have access to the BBC editorial 

policy unit where necessary to ensure that its third-party content also meets the relevant BBC 

Editorial Guidelines. 
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5.3.4.2 Social and Digital Content 

BBC Studios may create digital and social media content and set up or manage some social 

media accounts, and engage in other digital activities such as Apps. All forms of digital content 

will be expected to fit with the BBC Group’s overarching strategies which take into account the 

differing nature of the various social platforms.  BBC Studios will abide by the relevant BBC 

Guidelines and guidance, and will follow established Compliance procedures, including referrals 

to the relevant BBC Group advisory units where necessary. Editorial teams working in this area 

will have access to existing specialised online social/digital training modules (See Training below). 

Where social or digital content is deemed to be new, novel or contentious it will be referred 

into the BBC Group (See New, Novel, and Contentious Ventures and Activities below). 

The following factors will determine the exact protocols and processes for how BBC Studios’ 

social/digital content will be overseen: whether or not the social/digital activity is commissioned 

by a broadcaster, whether or not the broadcaster is the BBC or a third-party broadcaster, and 

whether or not the social/digital content relates to commissioned programming. In the coming 

months, key stakeholders from BBC Public Service and BBC Studios will work through the 

exact governance of BBC Studios social/digital activity and will update any guidelines and 

policies as required.  

5.3.4.3 Child Protection and Whistleblowing Policy 

BBC Studios will abide by and ensure the implementation of BBC Group HR policies including 

Child Protection, and Whistleblowing, as recommended by the Dame Janet Smith report. BBC 

Studios’ Child Protection and Whistleblowing policies will be subject to audit.  

BBC Studios will be accountable for its child-protection policy. BBC Group has an existing 

network of BBC staff within its editorial divisions which receives ongoing specialised training in 

child-protection issues. In keeping with this BBC practice, BBC Studios will have child protection 

advisors embedded within genres within BBC Studios. These child protection advisors will 

continue to be part of BBC Group child-protection network and will follow the established 

referral and escalation processes. They will also continue to access to the BBC HR Child Safety 

Incident Reporting System for any issues on content made for the BBC or for third-party 

broadcasters. 

5.3.4.4 Health and Safety 

BBC Studios’ personnel will undertake the mandatory Health and Safety Training required by 

the BBC Group. BBC Studios will abide by the BBC’s Health and Safety protocols including 

continuing to use certified/registered experts and equipment. The BBC Group Health and 

Safety advisory unit will continue to advise on BBC Studios’ productions where required.  

5.3.4.5 Training  

Training is essential to uphold and maintain the BBC’s reputation, editorial integrity and 

impartiality; the planning and provision of training and retraining across the AV industry is a key 

component of the BBC’s Public Purpose to “promote education and learning”. The BBC Studios 
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CEG manager will ensure that BBC Studios staff undertakes a continuous programme of 

training in the relevant BBC regulatory policies.  

Any training deemed mandatory by the BBC Group will continue to be mandatory for BBC 

Studios, and as the BBC Group updates or revises its mandatory training policies, BBC Studios 

will abide by any updated BBC Group policies.  BBC Studios may require its staff to undergo 

additional training in order to ensure editorial compliance and excellence.  For example, 

Executive producers/series producers may be required to complete online modules on key 

editorial issues such as Contributor Consent or Harm and Offence, Undue Prominence etc.  

In keeping with current practice for ensuring BBC Group standards throughout its business, the 

BBC Group will provide any mandatory training in line with the Heads of Terms agreement for 

the provision of BBC Group services. Optional training will be provided at a fair market rate. 

Any bespoke courses that BBC Studios commissions will be paid for by BBC Studios.  

5.3.4.6 New and novel business ventures and activities  

BBC Studios is a production business; its primary activities will be to produce long-form and 

short-form audio-visual content, and some associated social and digital content. BBC Studios is 

not now - nor will be in the foreseeable future - an exploitation business. Any significant 

diversification of BBC Studios’ business strategy would require a review by the BBC Group 

(7.4.1). Any marketing by BBC Studios teams of IP created by BBC Studios, for example press-

screenings of BBC Studios’ programming, would need to comply with the BBC’s editorial 

standards. Proposals for new and novel business ventures will refer to the relevant advisory 

units such as editorial policy and Fair Trading where required. 

At launch, the BBC Group will ratify BBC Studios’ editorial vision and scope; this will be 

reviewed by the applicable Group boards at regular intervals. Any new, novel or contentious 

activities proposed within this scope will be referred by BBC Studios Board to the BBC Group. 

5.3.4.7 Fair Trading and Regulatory matters 

For all matters referring to Fair Trading, please see Commercial Criterion Four: Fair Trading and 

Market Distortion (Section 7). 

5.3.4.8 Talent management 

In the first instance, responsibility for managing talent activities and their adherence to BBC 

policies and standards will lie with BBC Studios. Where talent works across the Group, there 

will be appropriate coordination and alignment with all relevant parts of the BBC Group. 

In keeping with current practice, where the behaviour or activities conducted by an individual 

presenter or performer is deemed to pose a significant risk to the BBC’s brand or reputation, 

then BBC Studios will manage any risk through the appropriate BBC HR process and /or 

editorial processes.  

Where talent is engaged for non BBC related content and/or activities, BBC Studios’ Board 

would retain sole BBC responsibility for deciding the appropriate course of action, acting 
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together with the third party commissioner of content. However if the breach/issue was of 

such significance that it could affect the overall reputation of the BBC Group, then the BBC 

Group should be consulted before a final decision or course of action is taken. It is incumbent 

on the Director, BBC Studios to refer any breach/issue of a serious nature into the BBC Group. 

5.3.4.9 Major editorial and reputational issues  

In the event of a serious reputational issue or breach which could cause risk to BBC Studios, 

the BBC Public Service, or the BBC Group more generally, the BBC Studios’ Board will refer 

the risk to the appropriate BBC Group Board. The ultimate point of escalation will be the 

Director General.  

5.3.4.10 Editorial and brand disputes 

For brand management, please see section 5.4. 

Individual programme brands for existing programme titles will continue to be controlled by 

BBC Public Service. 

Individual programme brands for new titles commissioned after commercial separation will be 

managed by BBC Studios under the terms of the relevant programme production 

arrangements. Strategic alignment with the BBC Group’s overall approach will be achieved 

through the reporting line of the BBC Studios’ Brand and Marketing lead into BBC Group and 

other governance. 

5.3.4.11 Editorial complaints 

The BBC handles three types of complaints: Editorial Complaints, Fair Trading Complaints, and 

Commissioning Complaints. This sub-section will provide details on Editorial Complaints.22 

Any content produced by BBC Studios for a third-party would be subject to the relevant 

broadcaster’s complaints process. If the complaint poses significant risk to the BBC’s brand or 

reputation, BBC Studios will inform the BBC Group.  

In lieu of a new Complaints process being established, the BBC will continue to follow the 

existing processes in place for editorial complaints relating to independently produced content, 

and will extend this process to BBC Studios. When the BBC Group updates its Complaints 

procedures, BBC Studios will continue to abide by BBC Group policies.  

Where Ofcom upholds a complaint about a BBC Studios programme whether broadcast by 

the BBC or by a third-party, the first-point of accountability will be the senior editorial producer 

responsible for that content. In the unusual circumstance that the breach is of such severity that 

                                            

22 The BBC Studios proposal will in no way impact the BBC’s commitment to a robust handling of Commissioning 

Complaints, which will remain the accountability of the BBC Public Service.  
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it is further escalated, the Director, BBC Studios bears ultimate accountability for content made 

by BBC Studios.  The Director General of the BBC remains Editor in Chief for the BBC Group. 

5.3.4.12 Legal issues in programmes made for the BBC 

BBC Studios will continue to use some BBC Group services, including Legal. Please see section 

7.4.3 for details.  

BBC Studios will take out insurance and be liable for its insurance in the normal way; above a 

certain level of indemnity, the BBC Group may self-insure BBC Studios services.  

5.4 Brand protection 

5.4.1 BBC approach to brand usage 

The BBC has established frameworks and protocols in place to govern brand usage by its 

commercial subsidiaries. For example, BBC already regulates the brand usage of its other 

commercial subsidiaries via brand licences, including BBC Worldwide. In keeping with 

established practice, the BBC will issue a brand licence between the BBC Public Service and 

BBC Studios. 

BBC Studios will not carry out any brand related activities either alone or in conjunction with a 

third-party which could bring the BBC Group, BBC, and/or BBC Studios into disrepute and/or 

damage the BBC’s reputation.  

BBC Studios will appoint a senior lead for Brand and Marketing issues on the BBC Studios 

Senior Leadership team. This role will be responsible for: 

 Safeguarding the identity of BBC originated brand and developing brand identity and 

strategy when appropriate (to be decided on a case by case basis); 

 Supporting the BBC Group’s overall brand and marketing strategy (including cross-

promotion and social activity). 

That role will have a reporting line to the Director of Marketing of the BBC Group to ensure 

that any trade-offs between individual programme brands and the BBC Group’s overall 

objectives can be satisfactorily resolved.  

5.4.2 Use of Master Brand 

BBC Studios will continue to brand its services using the BBC master brand. The brand licence 

will outline the terms under which BBC Studios uses the master brand.  

BBC Studios will pay the BBC a brand fee in return for the ability to market itself to third party 

commissioners under the BBC brand (recognising the rich content legacy that is associated with 

that brand). The brand fee is set as a percentage of the revenue that BBC Studios originates 

through third party commissions, with the level based on market benchmarks for similar brand 

fees. The terms of the brand licence and the brand fee percentage have been reviewed by an 

independent financial external adviser who is satisfied that payment has been set on market 
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standard terms and at a justifiable level. The exact payment terms are confidential and will be 

included in the brand licence between BBC Studios and BBC Public Service. 

5.4.3 Use of Programme Brands (for existing and new titles) 

The legal controls around programme brands will be determined by the contractual framework 

between BBC Studios and the BBC Public Service, and specific terms laid out in Programme 

Production Agreements. The day-to-day management of programme brands will vary according 

to title. There will be a highly collaborative operational relationship between BBC Studios and 

the rest of the BBC Group to ensure brand development and exploitation of content for both 

new and existing titles is in the best interests of audiences and the BBC Group.  

 Use of Programme Brands (existing titles) – Like other producers, BBC Studios will not be 

free to exploit and derive financial benefit from existing BBC programme brands, so will 

not be required to pay for their use. The BBC Public Service will continue to retain all 

underlying rights for existing BBC programme brands within BBC Studios genres and 

oversee decision making around brand management, editorial evolution and 

exploitation.  When appropriate, some aspects of brand management may be delegated 

to the relevant producer.   

 Use of New Programme Brands (new titles) – BBC Studios will be entitled to control all 

programme related distribution rights. Any enhanced control afforded to BBC Public 

Service regarding these standard arrangements will depend on the specific financial and 

contractual deals reached between BBC Public Service and BBC Studios for a particular 

commission.   

5.5 Conclusion 

This section has demonstrated that the proposal to launch a commercial BBC Studios will not 

jeopardise the BBC’s good reputation or devalue the BBC Brand. It has detailed that Public 

Service values will be a central part of BBC Studios’ mission and culture. It has outlined that high 

editorial standards and a reputation for editorial quality, integrity and impartiality will be a 

defining characteristic of BBC Studios’ value-proposition in the wider market-place, and 

therefore critical to BBC Studios’ overall success.  

In order to maintain BBC Studios’ high editorial standards, this section has outlined the 

guidelines and guidance that BBC Studios will adhere to and outlined BBC Studios’ continued 

access to BBC Group advisory units (including Editorial Policy and Fair Trading). It has provided 

details of BBC Studios’ mandatory training and of the required referrals and escalation 

protocols BBC Studios will continue to abide by. Finally, this section has detailed the BBC’s 

approach to Brand protection, including its use of the BBC master-brand, which will be 

governed by a brand licence. The BBC is confident that BBC Studios will continue to produce 

distinctive and memorable content to the highest ethical and editorial standards, whilst 

protecting and promoting the BBC’s reputation and brand in the UK and around the world.  
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6. Commercial Criterion Three: Commercial Efficiency 

SUMMARY 

 This criterion requires that the BBC demonstrate that the proposed business model for 

BBC Studios will enable it to be a viable commercial entity within the BBC Group.  

 BBC Studios’ financial plan has been subject to rigorous review and independent external 

assurance prior to its submission to the BBC Trust. The independent opinion of the BBC’s 

external assurance provider (KPMG) supports the BBC’s conclusions that BBC Studios is 

being established in a manner that meets the commercial efficiency test and is consistent 

with the Market Economy Operator Principle23.  

 BBC Studios’ five-year business plan is forecast to deliver a level of profitability and returns 

that is in line with market norms. 

 BBC Studios’ business model is aligned to other commercially viable players in the market 

(albeit BBC Studios’ range of genres and geographic spread is distinctive). BBC Studios will 

continue to align with the BBC’s commissioning requirements.  

 BBC Studios’ operating model is consistent with other market participants, including a 

flexible cost base to allow for the uncertain business levels of a primary production 

business. 

 BBC Studios is an integral part of the BBC’s commercial strategy: its success is central to 

BBC Worldwide’s scale, success and profitability, and to the BBC sustaining and growing its 

commercial income on behalf of licence fee payers; BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will 

work in strategic partnership with each other to generate best returns to the BBC Group.  

This relationship will not be exclusive for either party. 

 BBC Studios’ commercial activities will be subject to appropriate oversight in line with the 

BBC’s existing commercial subsidiaries, and we expect it to undergo regular external 

regulatory reviews. 

6.1 Purpose of this section 

This section sets out the basis on which the set-up of BBC Studios, through its business plan 

proposal, aligns with best practice commercial businesses in the wider market and is a viable 

commercial proposition.   

It presents how BBC Studios aims to create a business model that maximises operational 

efficiency through establishing a flexible cost base and creating an effective relationship with 

other BBC Group entities. 

This section is divided into six main parts: 

 Part 6.2 sets out how BBC Studios is an integral part of the BBC’s commercial strategy;  

                                            

23 The Market Economy Operator Principle is a general test which is used to consider whether a public entity has 

or could confer on the beneficiary an economic advantage which the latter would not have obtained under normal 

market conditions. The test can be used as part of EU State Aid judgements.  
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 Part 6.3 outlines the internal and external financial review process of BBC Studios’ 

financial plan;  

 Part 6.4 sets out a summary of the process for separating BBC Studios from BBC Public 

Service; 

 Part 6.5 sets out the proposed business model – presenting its scope of services, how it 

intends to maintain and build on current business activity, its cost base (ensuring BBC 

Studios will not be subsidised by BBC Public Service), and how BBC Studios will be set 

up within the BBC Group; 

 Part 6.6 sets out future governance and oversight of BBC Studios; and 

 Part 6.7 sets out the main considerations used for the commercial efficiency conclusion.  

6.2 BBC Studios is an integral part of the BBC’s commercial strategy  

Please refer to Commercial Criterion One: Fit with Public Purposes (Section 4), which is focused on 

how BBC Studios fits within the BBC’s public purposes, for some of the key arguments around 

why BBC Studios is being made into a commercial entity. The points worth emphasising in 

terms of the BBC’s commercial strategy are: 

 The BBC would be disadvantaged by not owning its own production business and 

controlling its Intellectual Property. It would leave the BBC exposed to future changes in 

the production sector (particularly in the context of the ongoing trend of 

consolidation). No other broadcasters are known to be disposing of their production 

businesses, with most actively building those areas up. 

 The alternatives to launching BBC Studios as a commercial subsidiary would likely either 

result in a long-term decline of the BBC’s in-house production capability, or in the BBC 

becoming a publisher-broadcaster. 

 As a commercial entity, BBC Studios will be better able to attract and retain key talent 

which will deliver a more dynamic and creative production environment and a greater 

pipeline of content for the licence fee payer. 

 A BBC owned in-house production capability has always been central to the BBC’s 

ability to generate secondary value outside the Public Service window via BBC 

Worldwide. BBC Worldwide has been able to invest in channels and brands that are 

underpinned by content from BBC Studios. A strong BBC Studios is thus critical to: 

- BBC Worldwide’s scale, success and profitability; and 

- The BBC sustaining and growing its commercial income for the benefit of the 

licence fee payer. 

6.3 BBC Studios financial review 

BBC Studios’ financial plan has been subject to rigorous review and external independent 

assurance prior to its submission the BBC Trust as part of the regulatory approval.   
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The BBC has sought independent financial advice and assurance to test its conclusions on BBC 

Studios’ commercial efficiency – the scope of this work included: 

 A financial review of the five-year business plan (including sensitivity analysis); 

 Transfer pricing analysis on all arrangements between BBC Public Service and BBC 

Studios; and 

 An economic and commercial review that looks at BBC Studios from the perspective of 

a market investor principle. 

The independent advice provided supports the BBC’s conclusions that BBC Studios is being 

established in a manner that meets the 4CC commercial efficiency test and is consistent with 

the Market Economy Operator Principle. 

Certain documents that support the commercial efficiency assessment have been provided to 

the BBC Trust on a confidential basis as inputs into the 4CC regulatory process: 

 The BBC Studios business case and financial plan; 

 The independent report from KPMG on the financial plan that supports the commercial 

efficiency assessment and covers the points noted above. 

These contain commercially sensitive information and are not able to be released into the 

public domain.   

6.4 Separation from BBC Public Service 

The following is the basis for the creation of BBC Studios.  The BBC has sought independent 

advice as to the methodology and assumptions used. Further detail on the mechanism for 

transferring assets to BBC Studios is provided in 7.3.2 below.  

1. BBC Studios Ltd is created as a distinct legal entity. 

2. 100% of share capital is transferred to BBC Commercial Holdings Ltd.24 This will be 

completed within the framework of a group restructure under common control. 

3. The BBC will transfer the assets and liabilities of the BBC Studios division at launch into 

BBC Studios Ltd in return for 100% of the equity of BBC Studios Ltd. 

a. Assets: 

i. All transfers of assets will be made at net book value, as a group restructure 

under common control. 

ii. Capital will be made available to BBC Studios through the commercial debt 

facility detailed below under Liabilities. 

                                            

24 BBC Commercial Holdings Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of the BBC and is the primary holding company for 

all of the BBC’s commercial subsidiaries. BBC Commercial Holdings Ltd is overseen and ultimately owned by the 

BBC Public Service. 
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b. Liabilities: 

i. All creditors, provisions and other liabilities accruing to the business transfer 

into BBC Studios Ltd at launch at net book value, as a group restructure 

under common control. 

ii. Any debt drawn down from the debt facility that will be made available to 

BBC Studios from BBC Commercial Holdings Ltd. The debt is priced at a 

commercial rate that is a pass-through of the cost of raising the debt at BBC 

Commercial Holdings Ltd. on a standalone basis in the external markets. 

c. Retained Earnings / Equity: 

i. 100% of equity will be issued to the BBC Group. 

ii. No accumulated reserves or retained earnings transfer into BBC Studios Ltd.   

6.5 BBC Studios’ business model 

At launch, BBC Studios will comprise the majority of the BBC’s in-house television activity, 

including network production teams across Drama, Comedy, Factual, Natural History, 

Entertainment, Music and Events. It will also include teams producing television non-network 

output in these genres in the Nations. It will not include teams producing Sport, Children’s, 

News or news-related Current Affairs output. 

BBC Studios will be a standalone company in its own right, but will also play an important role 

in the BBC Group as a supplier of content to BBC Commissioning and BBC Worldwide. BBC 

Studios will adopt a standard market-based business model for a production company of scale, 

operating within the parameters of the BBC Group. It will make a profit by producing television 

content for commissioners at a margin (‘primary revenues’) and working with distribution 

partners to take a share of net profit generated by exploitation in other windows, territories 

and platforms (‘secondary revenues’). It will reinvest this profit into developing new ideas and 

returning a dividend to the BBC Group.  

Post launch, BBC Studios will compete for new business. As a result its business model will 

have two distinct components: 

1. Producing programmes for the BBC Public Service based on Existing IP; that is:  

(a) new commissions of an existing BBC Studios programme or series; or  

(b) programmes developed prior to commercial separation but not yet contracted. 

In respect to Existing IP, both BBC Studios and any external supplier contracted to produce 

existing titles will do so on a ‘work for hire’ basis, with distribution rights and brand 

management being controlled by the BBC Public Service.  

2. Producing programmes for the BBC and other commissioners based on New IP (that is, 

IP created after launch as a commercial subsidiary).   
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These two components are described in more detail below. 

6.5.1 Revenue  

Existing IP: BBC Studios will continue to produce existing series of programmes that were 

originally commissioned prior to its separation (while it was part of the BBC Public Service), 

provided these are re-commissioned either in the normal way or via a tendering process. These 

series will be produced on a ‘work for hire’ basis: BBC Studios will have the right to make the 

programme (including developing new scripts/concepts where appropriate) but will not control 

the distribution rights, the decision over which will remain with the BBC Public Service. The 

exact contract will depend on the nature of programme, the terms of which will be on an 

equivalent basis to other supply contracts of a similar nature.  

BBC Studios has reflected its initial view on the outcomes of tendering and its impact on its 

business plan through its consideration of financial risk. 

New IP: After commercial separation, BBC Studios will develop new ideas for programmes, 

pitch these to commissioners (the BBC or others), and negotiate a price with commissioners 

for primary rights to the programme. In most cases, BBC Studios will control the commercial 

exploitation of these programmes and will work with BBC Worldwide or other distributors to 

exploit secondary rights in return for up-front investment and a share of profits. In some limited 

circumstances BBC Studios may choose to agree that certain distribution rights to a programme 

are exercised by the commissioner, where this represents the best way to finance the 

programme and generate a production margin. All of this is in line with the normal business 

model for a television production company.   

We expect BBC Studios to generate revenues of around £400m in its first year of operation 

(comprising primary revenue, and coproduction and upfront investment). For the first few years 

of operation, almost all of BBC Studios’ revenues will derive from the first component of its 

business model (Existing IP) as, given development timelines, it will take time to develop and 

produce new content. Revenue based on New IP will therefore take some time to grow, in 

particular when pitching to new customers.  

6.5.2 Costs  

BBC Studios’ objective is to keep its cost base as flexible and low as possible. Given the 

uncertainty of primary production business revenues, it is critical for BBC Studios to have a 

flexible operating model that allows the cost base to be varied dynamically according to 

business levels and enables it to drive further efficiency and grow margins. 

In line with the market norm for production businesses, BBC Studios is an asset-light entity 

which will have very few fixed assets at launch. It does not currently own property, studios or 

equipment beyond some very limited post-production software and equipment and cameras.  

As outlined in more detail in 7.4.3, in line with the BBC Group’s overall operating model, most 

professional service staff and shared services will be provided to BBC Studios by the BBC 
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Group on an arm’s length basis, and recharged on the basis of an agreed allocated cost model. 

These allocated costs are regularly benchmarked by the Public Service.  

BBC Studios will reflect in its accounts the full, direct and allocated costs for its use of shared 

group services necessary for BBC Studios to operate as a separate subsidiary company. 

Section 7 sets out the range of services to be provided to BBC Studios. The arrangements for 

these will be codified in formal service level agreements (SLA), supported by a clear cost 

allocation method for each support service. This documentation, and the cost allocation 

process, will continue to be subject to BBC Fair Trading guidelines, annual independent audit 

and oversight by the BBC’s regulator, Ofcom.  

As a result, the BBC is confident it has the necessary processes, controls and systems in place 

to ensure there is no cross-subsidy of its commercial operations by the Licence Fee. 

6.5.3 Distribution relationships 

BBC Studios is a unique source of content to BBC Worldwide and the success of BBC Studios 

is critical to the success of BBC Worldwide.  

 Although BBC Worldwide will continue to work with a diverse range of independent 

producers, it operates in a structurally mature and increasingly vertically integrated 

market where distribution opportunities are increasingly constrained. BBC Studios has 

always provided BBC Worldwide with an unrivalled scale and range of output.  

 Furthermore, as a supplier which is part of the same Group, only BBC Studios can 

provide BBC Worldwide with the means to commit to the long-term content supply 

arrangements that are the foundation of highly valuable joint ventures such as UKTV 

and BBC America, which generate additional secondary value for the BBC Group. 

In this context, BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will work in strategic partnership with each 

other to maximise the commercial exploitation of content to generate best returns to the BBC 

Group on behalf of the licence fee payer. However, the relationship will not be exclusive and 

(as today) BBC Studios will be able to work with third party distributors where it decides this is 

the best way to drive returns. Similarly, BBC Worldwide will continue to work with 

independent producers just as it does today.  The relationship between BBC in-house 

production and BBC Worldwide has not prevented BBC Worldwide from working with 

independent producers in the present, and nor will it in the future with BBC Studios.   

Distribution relationships with parties such as BBC Worldwide will be important to BBC 

Studios as a means to attract third-party investment to fund development and production, thus 

offering good value to potential commissioners of its content. This will be in addition to any 

development funding won from commissioning broadcasters (e.g. from openly contested funds 

at the BBC or elsewhere) or from its own revenue.  

As a separate commercial subsidiary, BBC Worldwide will have normal commercial incentives 

to invest in BBC Studio’s future pipeline. BBC Worldwide’s participation in this development 
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effort will be commensurate with the degree of commercial value BBC Studios enables BBC 

Worldwide to realise.  

There will be a further check on the overall commercial efficiency of the arrangements as BBC 

Public Service will know and understand the value that BBC Studios is delivering to the BBC 

Group. BBC Studios will reinvest profit in development and return dividends to the Public 

Service. The progress of BBC Studios on its strategy will be monitored within the Group in 

various ways as set out below.  

6.6 Governance and oversight 

BBC Studios will report into the BBC Group governance structure which will include 

mechanisms to ensure financial and strategic oversight. Cumulatively, this oversight is designed 

to ensure that BBC Studios remains compliant with the four commercial criteria and the BBC’s 

Fair Trading guidelines. Further detail on the governance of BBC Studios, and the anticipated 

external reviews of how BBC Studios operates in the market is included within Section 7.4. 

6.6.1 Financial oversight of BBC Studios  

 Regular financial reporting to BBC Board; 

 Quarterly business review with the Deputy Director-General; 

 Annual budget and objective setting meetings with the Deputy Director-General; 

 Overall budget and objective approval from the BBC Board; 

 Ongoing transaction/investment approval from the BBC Board for those over a 

delegated authority limit; 

 Annual going concern review by Commercial Holdings Board and the BBC’s auditors; 

and 

 Quarterly assessment of BBC Studios’ compliance with the four commercial criteria by 

the BBC’s Fair Trading team (further detail provided in the strategic section below). 

6.6.2 Strategic oversight of BBC Studios  

The current strategic framework for commercial subsidiaries requires the Executive Board to 

report quarterly to the BBC Trust on the financial performance of each commercial service, 

compliance with the four commercial criteria and other requirements, key risks and mitigations 

and major projects. We would anticipate a similar arrangement continuing under the new 

unitary Board, subject to the introduction of a new Fair Trading framework by Ofcom as 

required under the White Paper (which also provides that the Board will have primary 

responsibility for ensuring compliance with Ofcom’s Fair Trading framework). 

6.7 Conclusion 

The BBC is confident that the launch of a wholly-owned commercial BBC Studios will be 

commercially efficient: 
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 BBC Studios is being established as a commercial subsidiary in the same way as the 

BBC’s other commercial subsidiaries and will be subject to the same Group oversight 

and governance regime; 

 BBC Studios’ five year business plan is forecast to deliver a level of profitability and 

returns that is in line with market norms; 

 BBC Studios’ business model is aligned to other commercially viable players in the 

market (albeit (a) BBC Studios’ range of genres and geographic spread have historically 

been, and will continue to be, aligned with the BBC’s commissioning requirements and 

(b) almost all of BBC Studios’ revenues will derive from producing programmes on a 

‘work for hire’ basis for the first few years of operation); 

 BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will work in strategic partnership with each other to 

maximise the commercial exploitation of content, but will not have an exclusive 

relationship; 

 The operating model for BBC Studios is consistent with other market participants, 

including a flexible cost base to allow for the uncertain business levels of a primary 

production business; and 

 Sensitivity analysis performed on the financial projections within the business plan 

supports BBC Studios’ ability to remain a going concern, thereby demonstrating baseline 

commercial efficiency per the four commercial criteria set out in the BBC’s Fair Trading 

guidelines. 

As previously referenced, the commercial efficiency conclusion for BBC Studios is supported by 

an independent review and assessment of the business plan against the BBC Trust’s 

Commercial Efficiency test and the Market Equivalent Operator Principle, confirming that BBC 

Studios is being established on a commercial basis and without any unfair subsidy from the BBC 

Public Service. 
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7. Commercial Criterion Four: Fair Trading and Market Distortion  

SUMMARY 

 The BBC must demonstrate that its commercial services comply with the Fair Trading 

policy and Fair Trading guidelines, in particular avoiding distorting the market.  

 The BBC Studios proposal is fully compliant with the BBC’s Fair Trading framework, 

including the BBC Trust’s Fair Trading Policy and Fair Trading Guidelines, as well as more 

generally with the EU State Aid rules and with UK and EU Competition Law. 

 The mechanisms for transferring assets to BBC Studios to ensure there is no cross-subsidy, 

and the investment by the BBC Public Service into BBC Studios complies with the Market 

Economy Operator Principle (MEOP). 

 The BBC Group is confident that it can ensure continuity of supply to audiences during the 

transition period while at the same time avoiding any undue advantage being conferred on 

BBC Studios.  

 Once separated from the BBC Public Service, BBC Studios will operate at arm’s length 

paying a fair transfer price for access to BBC services or assets. It will compete for BBC 

commissions on a level playing field with external suppliers. 

7.1 Purpose of this section 

This section sets out the basis on which the BBC Trust can also be satisfied that the BBC 

Studios proposal is fully compliant with the BBC’s Fair Trading framework, including the BBC 

Trust’s Fair Trading Policy and Fair Trading Guidelines, as well as more generally with the EU 

State Aid rules and with UK and EU Competition Law. 

The BBC recognises that implementing the principles and operational arrangements set out 

here for BBC Studios will also have implications for the way we work with our other suppliers 

and partners in the sector. Following this regulatory process the BBC will communicate in more 

detail to the sector any practical changes that will be put in place to ensure fair treatment of all 

suppliers (for example, regarding access to the BBC’s archive). 

This section is divided into four main parts: 

 Part 7.2 sets out how the overall concept of BBC Studios is compliant with the EU 

State Aid rules and the BBC Fair Trading framework; 

 Part 7.3 shows how the incorporation of BBC Studios into a limited company separate 

from the Public Service will be compliant with the EU State Aid rules and the Fair 

Trading framework; 

 Part 7.4 demonstrates that the ongoing operation of BBC Studios will be compliant with 

the EU State Aid rules and the Fair Trading framework, specifically: 

a. Operational and financial separation between BBC Studios and the Public 

Service; 
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b. An arm’s length relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Public Service, 

including: 

i. an arm’s length commissioning relationship between BBC Studios and 

the Public Service; 

ii. fair transfer pricing for transfer of Public Service assets and access to 

Public Service services/assets; 

c. BBC Studios will pay a fair, non-preferential rates for use of BBC Group Services 

and Assets 

d. The relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will reflect their 

strategic alignment and does not engage State Aid law  

e. No unfair promotion of the BBC’s Commercial Activities through the BBC’s 

Public Service Activities 

 Part 7.5 shows that BBC Studios will not distort the market and BBC Studios will (a) 

comply with competition law and (b) will not have any significant negative impacts on 

competition. 

 Part 7.6 concludes  

7.2 Approach to demonstrating compliance with EU State Aid rules and the 

BBC Fair Trading Framework 

The EU State Aid framework, and the BBC’s Charter and Framework Agreement expressly 

permit the BBC to have commercial operations.  The BBC is entrusted with a number of public 

purposes and the EU State Aid rules provide that PSBs such as the BBC have a significant 

discretion as to how they fulfil that public service remit.  Accordingly, there are a number of 

models which PSBs can legitimately choose to adopt without breaching the State Aid rules, 

ranging from a publisher-broadcaster model to a model with 100% in-house production.  There 

is no prohibition on changing or adapting models as long as it is done in a State Aid compliant 

manner.  As set out in Section 4, Fit with Public Purposes, BBC Studios represents the model 

that the BBC considers is best designed to secure the delivery of its Public Service remit going 

forward. 

In its White Paper the Government granted in-principle support for the BBC’s proposal to 

commercialise its in-house production arm, subject to safeguards being adopted on separation 

so that there is no unfair or selective advantage provided to BBC Studios from the Licence Fee 

and subject to regulatory approval.25   

This is consistent with the EU State Aid framework which permits the BBC to launch and 

maintain a commercial production operation, provided that: 

                                            

25 HM Government White Paper, pages 81 and 82. 
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 When incorporating the new BBC Studios, the BBC successfully transfers BBC Studios 

from the Public Service in a State Aid compliant manner; and 

 The BBC continues to operate BBC Studios on an arm’s length basis and without 

conferring an unfair advantage over any other television content supplier to the BBC. 

The BBC Trust’s Fair Trading Policies and Framework states that the BBC’s Commercial 

Activities should not be regarded as distorting the market where they: 

 are in compliance with competition law; and  

 have not been given an unfair commercial advantage over any other parties which could 

unduly and negatively influence the market. 

By ensuring compliance with the EU State Aid rules and the Fair Trading Guidelines, it follows 

that there should be no market distortion. Finally, both the separation of BBC Studios from 

BBC Public Service and its operation will comply with UK and EU competition law.   

The BBC considers that the BBC Trust is also entitled to take account of the fact that the BBC 

has a well-developed track record and a set of procedures for ensuring its relationships with its 

commercial subsidiaries are managed in a manner compliant with the EU State Aid rules and 

with the BBC’s Fair Trading framework.  This track record should give the BBC Trust, Ofcom 

(as the BBC’s future regulator) and industry stakeholders confidence that BBC Studios will not 

be unfairly cross-subsidised by Licence Fee funds or assets, both in the initial setting up of BBC 

Studios and in the ongoing operation of BBC Studios.   

7.3 Incorporation of BBC Studios  

This sub-section addresses the question of how the initial incorporation of BBC Studios on Day 

1 of commercial operation will be compliant with the EU State Aid rules and the Fair Trading 

framework.  It focuses on two questions: 

 demonstrating that the investment by BBC Public Service in BBC Studios complies with 

the Market Economy Operator (MEO) principle; and 

 the mechanisms for transferring assets to BBC Studios to ensure there is no cross-

subsidy 

7.3.1 MEO principle   

As expressed in Section 6, Commercial Efficiency the five-year business plan for BBC Studios 

shows a predicted level of profitability which is within the range of market benchmarks and 

which also does not imply any financial support from the BBC Public Service. The assumed 

return on capital employed is at least in line with the estimated rates that would be required by 

a commercial investor.  

Any assessment as to whether an investment decision is reasonable should be based on the 

evidence and forecasts available at the time the relevant investment decision is made. To 

provide corroboration of the BBC’s assessment, we have procured independent assurance and 
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have provided this to the BBC Trust to assist it in making its assessment of compliance with the 

4CCs. This included scrutiny of BBC Studios’ business plan and the commercial efficiency 

analysis. That independent review concluded that the BBC has approached the creation of BBC 

Studios and the development of its business plan in line with how a Market Economy Operator 

would be expected to approach this reorganisation. It further confirms that BBC Studios will be 

a commercially efficient business which will not be cross-subsidised.  

BBC Studios is a distinct proposition: on the one hand, BBC Studios has its origins in an existing 

production business, whilst on the other hand it has some of the characteristics of a start-up.  

BBC Studios’ mission will be “To support the BBC Group by producing bold, British, creative content 

for customers and audiences around the world.”  As outlined in this document, BBC Studios will 

have significant benefits for BBC Public Service and the BBC Group as a whole, in particular: 

 BBC Studios will build a sustainable supply of distinctive, market-leading content, to the 

benefit of the BBC Group; 

 BBC Studios will promote and protect the BBC’s brand and reputation around the 

world, both in the content it produces for the BBC and as it produces programming for 

other broadcasters and content providers in the UK and globally; 

 BBC Studios will create long-term value for the BBC Group for the benefit of Licence 

Fee payers, including through the return of dividends. 

In short, BBC Studios has developed a business plan under which it is projected to be a 

commercially efficient business in the context of the UK production sector and has a credible 

path to profitability and returns in line with market norms. 

7.3.2 Mechanisms for transferring assets to BBC Studios  

In line with the market norm for production businesses, BBC Studios will be an asset-light entity 

with very few fixed assets at launch.  It will not own property, studios or equipment beyond 

some very limited post-production software and equipment and capture assets.  The initial 

transfer of assets will also involve the transfer of significant liabilities.   

BBC Studios will have access to BBC Group facilities and assets and further detail on how this 

access will be fairly priced in line with Fair Trading principles is set out below.  The BBC will not 

however be maintaining assets within the Public Service exclusively for the use of BBC Studios. 

BBC Studios’ assets and liabilities will be ascertained to construct a balance sheet that will 

reflect its value on Day 1. The methodology for these assets transfers has been externally 

validated as reflecting common practice in commercial transactions.  

7.3.2.1 Assets 

All transfers of assets will be made at Net Book Value, as a group restructure under common 

control. This transfer is described in greater detail in section 6.4.  
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The business transferring will include on-going commissions from BBC Television that the BBC 

Public Service wishes BBC Studios to continue producing for audiences and on behalf of the 

licence fee payer. 

Beyond the net book value of the net assets transferred into BBC Studios, there will be no 

further equity capital provided to BBC Studios.  

Debt capital will be made available to BBC Studios through the commercial debt facility with 

BBC Commercial Holdings as part of business as usual, which is priced at appropriate 

commercial rates. Access to the Commercial Holding’s debt facilities will allow BBC Studios to 

manage its working capital and cash/net debt balances in line with its usual business cycle in 

relation to the new business and the production for hire contracts transferred. 

The sections below set out how the following key assets will be transferred in a way that avoids 

cross-subsidy. They also consider the expected position for the transfer of BBC staff.  

In terms of assets, the main elements are: 

 Existing contracts which BBC Studios are working on for the BBC 

 Development activity 

Existing Contracts 

Ownership and overall control of Existing IP rights relating to programming previously made by 

BBC Studios while in the Public Service will remain with the Public Service. However, the Public 

Service requires continuity of supply for its existing business/contracts in the short to medium 

term in order to continue to serve audiences effectively.  

As such it is legitimate for the BBC Public Service to ask BBC Studios Ltd to continue to make 

continuing series which are currently made by BBC Studios in the Public Service. BBC Studios 

will therefore launch with a certain volume of continuing commissions of existing programmes 

and will continue to produce new series of programmes that were originally commissioned 

prior to its commercial launch (provided these are not tendered to a third party). As outlined 

in 6.5, these series will be produced on ‘work for hire’ terms i.e. BBC Studios will have the right 

to make the programme but will not own the copyright in the programmes (which will be 

retained by the Public Service) and the Public Service will control the distribution rights. 

The BBC is satisfied that the approach to continuing commissions outlined above is not in and 

of itself capable of amounting to a selective advantage in State Aid terms where it is in the best 

interest of licence fee payers and is on terms that do not confer a selective advantage on BBC 

Studios.  

Further, the volume of BBC Studios’ business based on Existing IP at the outset is likely to 

diminish as BBC Television begins to implement a new content supply regime (see Section 3, 

Revisions to the BBC’s content supply arrangements). External suppliers will compete on an 

equivalent basis with BBC Studios for new commissions and for tenders of existing programmes 

as set out in the Commissioning Framework.   
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The contracts for existing programmes at launch will be transferred to BBC Studios on Day 1 

of commercial operation. Any associated programme work in progress will form part of the 

assets exchanged for shares. The assets being transferred will be appropriately valued at their 

accounting valuation, and subject to specific procedures as part of the year end independent 

audit process to confirm that they are recorded in compliance with the then existing accounting 

policies of the BBC Group, which are consistent with industry practice and IFRS/UK GAAP. 

Development activity 

The BBC has adopted an approach to the transfer of development activity which is designed to 

avoid any undue advantage being conferred on BBC Studios. 

As a first step, all development activity with a tangible output which has been carried out by 

BBC Studios prior to commercial launch will be recorded by the BBC in the BBC Pitch system 

prior to actual separation.  

The BBC’s approach is based on the following distinctions: 

a) Ideas which have been developed to the point of tangible outputs and are not in turnaround 

Ideas which have been advanced to the stage where there are tangible outputs such as a 

treatment, pilot, script, taster or bible (or further than this) and which are not in turnaround, 

will be treated as Existing IP in which control should remain fully with the Public Service. Any 

further development would be on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms. 

For clarity, any ideas that have not been developed to the point of tangible outputs by 

commercial separation by definition cannot be readily identified and will fall to be valued in 

accordance with the BBC’s accounting principles and subject to independent audit by the BBC’s 

external auditors. 

b) Ideas which have been developed to the point of tangible output and are in turnaround 

Turnaround in this context refers to ideas that have either been rejected by BBC Public Service 

commissioners and/or which are no longer being pursued following feedback from the BBC 

Public Service commissioners or those leading the genre teams.   

In this event, BBC Studios may choose to pitch these ideas to other potential broadcasters or 

buyers provided that prior to any agreement with a third party broadcaster or buyer being 

concluded, any development funding paid by the BBC is repaid by BBC Studios in an equivalent 

manner as required from an external supplier. 

To the extent there are ideas in development or in turnaround at the year-end date on launch, 

these will be reviewed as part of the Accounts Preparation process and valued in accordance 

with BBC Accounting policies and subject to external independent audit.  Should there be any 

transfer of value, this will follow the accounting principles of a group restructure under common 

control. 
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The section on IP Ownership (7.4.4) sets out in more detail the approach to IP which has been 

designed so as to ensure that the terms offered in each case (Existing IP and New IP) will not 

unduly favour BBC Studios. 

7.3.2.2 Liabilities 

The BBC Public Service will also transfer:  

 all creditors, provisions and other liabilities accruing to the business transferring into 

BBC Studios Ltd as at the point of set up; and 

 any debt drawn down from BBC Commercial Holdings. 

7.3.2.3 Staff 

Staff directly involved in core production activity (both editorial and in production 

management) in BBC Studios genres departments are expected to move into the new BBC 

Studios commercial entity at launch. Any transfer will be done in accordance with TUPE 

legislation.   

BBC professional services (e.g. HR) will be provided to BBC Studios by the BBC Group rather 

than procured by BBC Studios from third parties.  It is important to emphasise that this will be 

on an arm’s length basis and recharged at a fair rate. Further details of this are set out in 7.4.3 

below regarding access by BBC Studios to BBC Group services. 

7.3.2.4 Business as usual until commercial separation 

It is in the BBC Group’s interests to ensure continuity of supply during the transition period. 

BBC Studios will continue to operate on a business as usual (BAU) basis until Day 1 of 

commercial operation. During this period BBC Television will move to its new contestable 

content supply regime (as outlined in Section 3, Revisions to the BBC’s content supply 

arrangements) and will follow in spirit the principles of separation outlined here to ensure fair 

treatment of all suppliers. 

7.4 Ongoing operation of BBC Studios  

This section demonstrates how the ongoing operation of BBC Studios will be fully compliant 

with EU State Aid law and the Fair Trading framework.  In summary, compliance with the two 

key principles of (1) financial and operational separation and (2) fair transfer pricing for access 

by BBC Studios to the services and assets of the Public Service will be achieved by: 

 Separate governance and accounting (financial and operational separation) 

 An arm’s length relationship with BBC Public Service: 

- All development funds available from Public Service will be contested by all 

suppliers on a meritocratic basis;  

- Equitable sharing of information; 

- Demonstrable arm’s length commissioning;  
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- No preferential terms of business for BBC Studios; and 

- BBC Studios will pay fair, non-preferential rates for use of BBC Group services 

and assets.  

 The relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will reflect their strategic 

alignment and does not engage State Aid law 

7.4.1 Separate governance and accounting   

The BBC Trust’s Strategic Framework for the BBC’s Commercial Services (“The Framework”), the 

BBC Trust’s Fair Trading Policy and the Executive’s Fair Trading Guidelines require that there 

be sufficient operational separation between the BBC’s public and commercial services to 

ensure that they do not gain any unfair advantage in the market as a consequence of their links 

to the BBC. However, operational separation should not inhibit any strategic alignment 

between the BBC’s public and commercial services that is necessary to maximise the benefit to 

licence fee payers. This section sets out how BBC Studios will comply with these requirements 

through its corporate structure and governance arrangements. These are subject to agreement 

by the new unitary Board of the BBC, but a summary of the proposed arrangements is set out 

in the diagram below: 

 

7.4.1.1 Corporate structure of the BBC’s commercial subsidiaries 

The Framework provides that operational separation is in part achieved through the 

requirement that the BBC’s commercial services operate as separate companies, run by boards 

of directors who have specific fiduciary responsibilities to those companies. Other than at 

board level, staff should normally be clearly accountable either to the BBC Public Service or to 

a commercial service.  

BBC Studios will be an individually constituted and entirely separate corporate entity to the 

BBC Public Service. Specifically, BBC Studios Ltd will be a wholly owned subsidiary of BBC 

Ventures Group Ltd, resulting in it sitting alongside BBC Worldwide in the BBC’s existing 
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corporate structure. BBC Ventures Group Ltd is a wholly owned subsidiary of BBC 

Commercial Holdings Ltd, which in turn is wholly owned by the British Broadcasting 

Corporation. 

The level of oversight and the frameworks that BBC Studios is required to operate within will 

be comparable to those already successfully applied to BBC Worldwide.26  The executive 

leadership of BBC Studios will not hold positions in the BBC Public Service. The leadership 

team of BBC Studios will report to the Director, BBC Studios (i.e. the CEO of BBC Studios), 

who in turn will be the single point of accountability for the entity, reporting to the chief 

executive officer (Director-General) of the BBC. Below the level of the Director-General and 

Deputy Director-General, there will be no shared accountability between the public service and 

BBC Studios. 

BBC Studios will employ production staff directly, whether on a continuing, fixed term or 

freelance basis, and production staff will report solely to BBC Studios. Public Service production 

staff may in some cases work on attachment for BBC Studios, but for the duration of their 

attachment their accountability will be to BBC Studios. Some professional support functions will 

be supplied by the BBC Group, in line with current Group policy, and those responsible for 

these areas will have a reporting line into the central BBC Group function. In such cases, the 

cost of these staff will be recharged to BBC Studios at a fair rate (see Section 7.4.3 below for 

details of how this will be achieved), and roles will be clearly defined to ensure arm’s length 

separation from the Public Service.   

As regards financial separation, as a separate subsidiary BBC Studios will prepare and publish its 

independent annual accounts under IFRS, to show the performance of the business and its 

trading relationships with the rest of the BBC Group. The accounts will also be consolidated in 

the published Group accounts, as those of BBC Worldwide are.   

As a separate subsidiary, BBC Studios will have independent reporting and tracking of 

intercompany transactions, and make independent investment decisions, subject to delegated 

financial authority from the unitary Board. The accounts will be subject to an independent 

annual audit review in line with the Companies Act as appropriate. The approach to reward 

and the parameters within which BBC Studios will operate will be subject to oversight by the 

BBC’s Executive Remuneration Committee (RemCo) for all those at Director and Senior 

Management level.  

7.4.1.2 Borrowing facilities  

BBC Studios will have access to the borrowing facility available to all of the BBC’s commercial 

subsidiaries. This facility is obtained on commercial terms from the market. All borrowing 

facilities are raised in the debt markets, based on the financial covenant of the BBC Commercial 

Holdings Group, and subject to standard banking covenant tests negotiated with our lending 

                                            

26 The BBC has demonstrated that its governance of commercial subsidiaries is robust. There is a tried and tested 

approach for handling complaints and reviews by the BBC Trust with any issues arising addressed and managed.  
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group. The debt is raised on a standalone basis with no guarantees (or similar) provided by 

BBC Public Service to ensure no utilisation of Licence Fee funds. External review has confirmed 

that these arrangements including the interest rate are in line with market practice. 

The borrowing limit for each commercial service is set on normal market investor terms, and 

provides them with access to the long term funding and working capital facilities necessary to 

enable them to execute on their business plans allowing for the risks and opportunities inherent 

in their plans. This process is consistent with private sector parent companies and with the 

Market Economy Operator (MEO) principle. 

7.4.1.3 BBC Board oversight of BBC Studios 

The Government’s White Paper on the renewal of the BBC’s Royal Charter provides for a 

change in the governance of the BBC. The central proposal is to introduce a unitary Board for 

the BBC alongside an external regulator (Ofcom), to replace the current dual system of an 

Executive Board and the BBC Trust. This Board will have a duty to, inter alia, set strategy, 

deliver services, oversee operational delivery, measure performance and engage the public. It 

will also have responsibility for ensuring that commercial subsidiaries fit with the BBC’s public 

purposes, are commercially efficient and uphold the reputation of the BBC. The White Paper 

requires that the Board undertake strategic reviews of each commercial subsidiary on a periodic 

basis, and ensure compliance with Fair Trading rules set out by Ofcom. 

It will be for the new Board to determine the detailed governance arrangements for the BBC’s 

commercial subsidiaries, including BBC Studios, in the new Charter period. At this stage we 

have set out an approach based on existing arrangements for BBC Worldwide and the 

requirement to align with the Fair Trading principles set out in the Fair Trading Framework. The 

details of this approach are subject to change following the establishment of the new Board. 

We would anticipate that the Board will delegate authority for governing BBC Studios to a new 

board either at the level of the subsidiary itself (a ‘BBC Studios Board’ similar to the BBC 

Worldwide Board today) or at the level of the relevant holding company (a ‘Commercial 

Holdings Board’ or ‘BBC Ventures Board’).  As with the BBC Worldwide Board, this Board 

would comprise a small number of members from within the wider BBC Group and of the 

BBC Studios senior team (most likely, the Director, BBC Studios), with an appropriate balance 

of public service and commercial representation. The Chair of this Board would not be an 

executive of BBC Studios. The Board would be responsible for: 

 Setting the strategy for BBC Studios and reviewing and updating this each year as 

appropriate; 

 Approving an annual business plan for BBC Studios, including financial targets; 

 Approving proposals and initiatives that are escalated by BBC Studios in the course of 

the year under an agreed delegated financial authorities framework; 

 Monitoring the performance of BBC Studios against its strategy and business plan on a 

quarterly basis throughout the year; 
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 Ensuring the compliance of BBC Studios with the Fair Trading framework including that 

BBC Studios upholds the reputation of the BBC Group; and 

 Ensuring that reports and accounts for BBC Studios are published each year. 

For details of BBC Group governance of editorial matters, please refer to Section 3, Brand and 

Reputation. 

7.4.1.4 Governance arrangements within BBC Studios  

Under the current Framework for Commercial Services, the Chief Executive of each of the 

commercial services must take steps to satisfy themselves that their businesses remain 

compliant with the four commercial criteria. A robust governance structure within BBC Studios 

will help satisfy this requirement. BBC Studios will be managed by a BBC Studios Executive 

Committee similar to the BBC Worldwide Executive Committee, led by the Director, BBC 

Studios. This team will be responsible for delivering the strategy and business plan set by the 

Board, as well as ensuring that in its day to day activities BBC Studios remains compliant with 

Fair Trading guidelines. In addition, a BBC Studios Approvals Group will ensure that 

investments, commercial deals, remuneration and other spend are subject to the appropriate 

approvals.  

Where BBC Studios is proposing significant changes to its business plan within the year or 

exceed the delegated financial authority limits, the Executive would be required to escalate 

these to the BBC Studios Board or the Deputy Director-General Group and, if appropriate, the 

Board of the BBC. 

7.4.1.5 Separation between governance of BBC Studios and the Public Service 

Following the introduction of the new unitary Board, the BBC will create an Executive 

Committee comprising senior Executive Directors to ensure the effective running of the 

corporation. The Director, BBC Studios would be a member of this Committee, just as the 

CEO of BBC Worldwide is a member of the current Executive Board. This is in line with the 

current framework on commercial services, which provides for a director serving on the board 

of a commercial service also to serve on the BBC’s Executive Board as long as careful 

consideration had been given to any potential conflicts of interest that might arise and formal 

arrangements are in place for managing any such conflicts (for example, the Director of BBC 

Studios may be asked not to attend part or all of certain Executive Committee meetings as 

appropriate). 

Below the level of this Executive Committee, employees of BBC Studios would not be 

members of any public service governance groups that could provide them with undue 

influence over decision-making or access to information that could confer a competitive 

advantage (and vice versa). This would include, for example, commissioning groups, and some 

editorial groups or forums. In some cases, employees of BBC Studios may attend such groups 

as appropriate for specific items, as is the case with other suppliers of content to the BBC, but 

would not be involved in decisions made by these groups.   
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In some cases, employees of BBC Studios may be represented on forums designed to enable 

the BBC to coordinate activity and share best practice across the BBC Group. These could 

include, for example, forums on health & safety, training or technology.  

7.4.1.6 Reporting framework to ensure compliance 

The current strategic framework for commercial subsidiaries requires the Executive Board to 

report quarterly to the BBC Trust on the financial performance of each commercial service, 

compliance with the four commercial criteria and other requirements, key risks and mitigations 

and major projects. We would anticipate a similar arrangement continuing for the unitary 

Board, subject to the introduction of a new Fair Trading framework by Ofcom as required 

under the White Paper (which also provides that the Board will have primary responsibility for 

ensuring compliance with Ofcom’s Fair Trading framework). 

As mentioned above, the White Paper requires the unitary Board to undertake strategic 

reviews of each commercial subsidiary on a periodic basis, considering whether the 

arrangements best serve the public interest.  The Board will be required to publish summary 

details of these strategic reviews and the commercial efficiency benchmark each subsidiary will 

be held to.  

Alongside this regular reporting cycle, the BBC’s joint statement with PACT27 published in 

December 2015 proposed that there should be regular reviews by the BBC’s external regulator 

of the effectiveness of the arrangements for ensuring compliance with State Aid and Fair 

Trading guidelines. It will be for Ofcom to determine what is appropriate and proportionate, 

subject to the new Charter and Agreement.  

In accordance with the Fair Trading Guidelines, the BBC will continue to undertake 

benchmarking studies (consistent with the ‘Compete or Compare’ framework) where 

appropriate and feasible to ensure transfer pricing arrangements remain consistent with wider 

market practice.   

The joint statement also proposes that the BBC’s Board review the relationship between BBC 

Studios and BBC Worldwide every two years, to ensure that the overall relationship is 

functioning on a fair commercial basis, along market norms and operating efficiently.  

7.4.1.7 External complaints process 

In line with the BBC/Pact join statement, 28 the BBC will ensure that there is a sufficiently 

comprehensive complaints process in place to address any concerns that may arise about the 

operation of BBC Studios following its launch as a commercial subsidiary. This will involve some 

changes to the existing Fair Trading complaints process to reflect the changes to the BBC’s 

governance in the new Charter period. The new unitary Board is expected to propose, publish 

and consult on an overall policy for handling complaints. As is the case with the current 

                                            

27 Available at http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/bbc-pact-joint-statement.pdf    
28 Available at http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/bbc-pact-joint-statement.pdf    

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/bbc-pact-joint-statement.pdf
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complaints system, it is anticipated that such complaints handling will be overseen by a sub-

Committee of the Board, comprised of non-executive directors. The BBC, again in line with 

current practice, would publish the outcome of complaint adjudications. 

The White Paper states that, to give industry confidence that the BBC is operating fairly, Ofcom 

will be responsible for considering appeals from stakeholders under the Fair Trading framework 

about the BBC’s activities, and how the BBC has assessed Fair Trading complaints. We would 

also anticipate that Ofcom will have the ability to step in to review concerns about Fair Trading 

and to impose requirements, if appropriate, in relation to interaction between the BBC’s public 

service broadcasting activities and new commercial subsidiaries. 

In assessing BBC Studios’ compliance with the Fair Trading Policy and Guidelines, the BBC Trust 

can therefore place reliance on the fact that it will operate within an appropriate governance 

structure backed up by a transparent and robust regulatory framework. The independent 

report commissioned by the BBC has confirmed that if successfully implemented, the 

governance and organisational structure of BBC Studios will be set up in a way that should 

ensure no unfair advantage is provided to BBC Studios by the BBC Public Service. 

7.4.2 An arm’s length relationship  

Whilst the Public Service will ensure arm’s-length separation from BBC Studios, BBC Studios 

and the Public Service will continue to have a strategic relationship which reflects the status of 

BBC Studios as a subsidiary of the BBC Group. As with the relationship between the Public 

Service and BBC Worldwide, financial and operational separation does not mean that BBC 

Studios and the Public Service cannot have a level of strategic alignment in order to ensure that 

commercial activities support the fulfilment of the BBC’s public purposes. 

This section sets out the arrangements that will ensure an arm’s-length commissioning 

relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Public Service. These arrangements will be codified 

in a formal commissioning relationship document from the point of commercial separation. We 

discuss elsewhere in this document BBC Studios’ overall relationship with the BBC Group (e.g. 

access to shared services) and with BBC Worldwide.  

7.4.2.1 Development funding 

The BBC Public Service will have a consistent approach to development across BBC Studios 

and external suppliers. In accordance with the Commissioning Framework (see section 3), all 

development funding offered by the BBC Public Service will be contested on a meritocratic 

basis. No partiality will be shown to BBC Studios by the BBC Public Service and no undue 

advantage will therefore be conferred on BBC Studios. 

As is the case for other external suppliers, any development work commissioned and funded 

by the BBC Public Service prior to commercial separation which is then rejected by the BBC 

Public Service (i.e. not commissioned as a programme), will be treated by BBC Studios as being 

in ‘turnaround’. BBC Studios will be able to pitch such ideas to other potential customers 

provided that prior to concluding any agreement with a third party broadcaster or buyer, any 
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development funding paid by the BBC is repaid in an equivalent manner as required by an 

external supplier 

If any other development work created by BBC Studios (but not specifically commissioned by 

BBC Public Service) prior to commercial separation  is then rejected by the BBC Public Service, 

BBC Studios will be able to pitch such ideas to third parties. The cost of the development 

activity shall be agreed with and repaid to the BBC Public Service (in accordance with BBC 

accounting policies and subject to external audit) as a pre-condition of concluding any 

agreement with a third party commissioner.  

7.4.2.2 First look arrangements 

After commercial separation, there will be no overarching first look arrangement between BBC 

Television and BBC Studios. 

In some limited areas, BBC Studios may choose to reflect its strategic alignment with Public 

Service by offering a first look on its pipeline of ideas for specific genres or types of content 

under a development deal. Any such arrangement for BBC Studios would be compatible with 

EU State Aid rules and the Fair Trading framework because:  

 It would be offered on equivalent terms as for a comparable external supplier, so would 

confer no undue advantage;  

 Any development funding that is offered to BBC Studios as part of a first look 

arrangement with the BBC Public Service would be drawn from the contestable 

development fund; and 

 As set out in the Commissioning Framework, all external suppliers will have equivalent 

access to the BBC’s commissioners, and the BBC will commit to engaging with all 

submitted ideas on an equivalent basis.   

7.4.2.3 Demonstrable arm’s length commissioning 

As outlined in Section 3, Revisions to the BBC’s content supply arrangements, measures will be 

put in place to ensure that BBC Studios will not be treated any more favourably than other 

external producers in respect of BBC Television’s commissioning process, thereby ensuring that 

no selective advantage will arise for BBC Studios. The commissioning decisions of the BBC will 

be driven strictly by the needs and interest of licence fee payers, on the basis of creative merit, 

value for money and Charter commitments. 

The BBC already has a strong existing track record for an objective and unbiased 

commissioning process.  This is demonstrated by the Window of Creative Competition (the 

WOCC), in which in-house production and external producers have been competing for BBC 

commissions for some time. There is no suggestion that this process has resulted in 

commissioning decisions being influenced by anything other than creative judgement and value 

for money made in the best interest of licence fee payers. The BBC Trust’s WOCC review 

(2013) said at page 6 that: 
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“the evidence…strongly suggests that the selection of the best programme ideas takes 

precedence over pre-determined quotas, buying models or programming slates”.   

In order to ensure that all producers will be treated on a fair basis by the BBC commissioners, 

the BBC would envisage the following mechanism: 

 The BBC Code of Practice29 – this relates only to qualifying independents.  However, it 

is intended that the Code of Practice will be modified to include a reference to the 

Commissioning Framework; 

 A new Commissioning Framework (see 3.1), which will comprise a revised set of 

commissioning guidelines to ensure that the BBC can demonstrate fair treatment of all 

suppliers by the BBC Commissioners. The Framework would apply to all suppliers, 

regardless of their qualifying status, and would incorporate and supersede the various 

guidance materials currently published by the commissioners. 

The safeguards contained in the Commissioning Framework will be backed up by access to a 

commissioning complaints process and regulatory obligations on the BBC in relation to 

reporting and review (both internal and external) as set out in 7.4.1 above. 

With regard to the commissioning of programme strands:   

(a) Where it is intended for individual programmes within a strand to be supplied by 

different producers, commissioning will follow the process set out in the 

Commissioning Framework in relation to commissioning the individual 

programmes.   

(b) Where individual programmes under a strand are all to be produced by one 

supplier, BBC Television will commission a single producer to commission and 

supply all of those individual programmes. 

7.4.2.4 Intellectual property        

Existing programmes/series:         

(a) BBC Public Service will hold the copyright in new commissions of existing titles, 

contracting BBC Studios or another external supplier to produce the programme 

on a work-for-hire basis, with distribution rights and brand management being 

controlled by BBC Public Service.  

(b) Where a programme is tendered, the stated terms will apply to all suppliers pitching 

including BBC Studios 

(c) Where a programme is recommissioned directly to BBC Studios, the terms of each 

deal will be no more favourable to BBC Studios than under an equivalent external 

supplier relationship.  

                                            

29 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/site/code_of_practice.pdf  

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/site/code_of_practice.pdf
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Programme ideas during transition:  

(a) At the point of commercial separation, it is anticipated that BBC Studios will have a 

number of programme ideas in development. The treatment of these ideas and the 

terms of any resulting commission will depend on whether development has 

reached the point of producing tangible outputs. 

(b) The copyright in programmes based on ideas developed to the point of producing 

tangible outputs prior to commercial separation will be owned by BBC Public 

Service. BBC Studios will be contracted in the same manner as set out above (i.e. 

work for hire).  

(c) The copyright in programmes produced based on ideas which had no tangible 

output prior to commercial separation will be owned by BBC Public Service. The 

terms of each commissioning deal will be as set out under ‘Terms’ below. 

7.4.2.5 Overarching business terms applying to BBC Commissions 

Tariffs 

The BBC, like other PSBs, already publishes a list of indicative programme tariffs applicable for 

different genres of programming from independent producers.  

As stated in the Commissioning Framework, BBC Public Service will in future continue to 

publish its list of indicative programme tariffs which it will apply to all new commissions for all 

suppliers. The tariffs will set out the range within which the BBC Public Service expects 

individual process for specific programmes within that genre or category to fall. 

The price the BBC is prepared to pay BBC Studios for a programme will be determined by 

reference to a number of factors including the: 

 estimated budget of the programme; 

 editorial value of the programme to the schedule; 

 expected level of upfront third party investment or other sources of funding; and 

 that the price will be inclusive of any development funding paid by the BBC. 

This established system of indicative prices provides a tangible market benchmark and forms an 

appropriate basis on which to satisfy the arm’s length pricing principle as it applies to this 

transactional area and the BBC intends to apply this pricing mechanism to any contracts 

concluded with BBC Studios. This will ensure that BBC Studios is not overcompensated by the 

BBC Public Service.  

Terms 

BBC Public Service will ensure no more favourable treatment of BBC Studios compared to  

other external suppliers for terms relating to either service contracts (‘work for hire’ contracts) 
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or new originations (qualifying independents are statutorily protected in their right to receive 

terms of trade from the BBC Public Service for new originations). 

Standard production and development terms will apply to all commissions from BBC Studios, 

taking into account: 

1. The requirement for the BBC group to deliver overall value to the ‘Licence Fee Payer’; 

and 

2. BBC Studios’ NQI status;  

BBC Studios will be required to complete and agree with the BBC as part of the commissioning 

process an Editorial Specification equivalent to the specification required by external suppliers. 

BBC Studios will be required to meet all equivalent delivery requirements as apply to external 

suppliers of BBC content.   

BBC Public Service will identify any relevant assets and contracts relating to individual 

programmes at the point of separation and assign these to BBC Studios using an appropriate 

transfer mechanism. For the avoidance of doubt, any sets, props and other assets associated 

with any programme brands commissioned prior to commercial separation remain the 

property of BBC Public Service, unless otherwise agreed. In the event of the relevant 

programme being tendered, the use of these assets will be taken into account in the tender 

process and made available on an equivalent basis to any future supplier of the programme. 

Co-production relationships 

 In accordance with standard commissioning arrangements, BBC Public Service will 

require ultimate editorial control over any BBC version of content commissioned as 

part of any co-production arrangement where any member of the BBC Group is a 

party; and  

 Where a co-production agreement is reliant on a commissioning commitment then the 

relationship will be controlled and managed by BBC Television, under multi-party 

agreement where appropriate.  

BBC Studios will be able to identify and use alternative sources of third party finance to 

supplement programme production budgets provided that all such sources comply with all the 

BBC’s regulatory obligations and applicable guidelines and policies. 

On-screen talent 

BBC Public Service will own all long term on-screen talent contracts underpinned by volume 

output commitment where the individual content is yet to be identified and commissioned, and 

/ or is pan-BBC. These deals will support content produced by both BBC Studios and external 

suppliers. Access to this talent will be managed by BBC Public Service on a fair, reasonable and 

non-discriminatory basis.  
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BBC Studios, like external suppliers, will be responsible for securing and contracting talent for 

individual commissions.  BBC Public Service and BBC Studios will each be free to build direct 

relationships with on-screen talent, but will coordinate at Group level to ensure there is 

appropriate strategy alignment across the Group and avoid conflicts.    

Partnerships and format deals 

BBC Television will retain the management of existing external partnerships and will contract 

those accordingly.  BBC Studios may act as production partner in some cases, and in these 

circumstances a formal ‘tripartite’ agreement will be created to clarify the contractual 

relationship, on equivalent terms to those that would apply to external suppliers. 

For the avoidance of doubt, BBC Public Service will continue to own all pre-existing third party 

format deals relating to programmes commissioned prior to commercial separation.  After 

commercial separation, both BBC Public Service and BBC Studios will each be free to build 

direct relationships with third party format owners. 

7.4.2.6 Access to BBC Group assets 

Brands 

BBC Studios will be granted a brand licence for use of the BBC Masterbrand under terms set 

out in a Heads of Terms for the Brand Licence between BBC Studios and BBC Public Service 

(5.4).  

Individual programme brands of titles commissioned prior to commercial separation shall 

remain owned by and under the control of the BBC Public Service, and all use of such brands 

by or on behalf of BBC Studios will be agreed as part of the relevant programme production 

arrangements.  

Individual programme brands of titles commissioned after commercial separation shall be 

managed by BBC Studios under the terms of the relevant programme production arrangements 

and the agreed Brand Licence between BBC Studios and BBC Public Service, with strategic 

alignment with the BBC Group’s overall approach achieved through the reporting line of the 

BBC Studios Brand and Marketing lead into the BBC Group and other governance. 

For the avoidance of doubt, all use of programme brands whether commissioned before or 

after commercial separation must comply with the applicable BBC Branding guidelines as 

published on the BBC’s commissioning website and updated from time to time.    

Data and information  

BBC Public Service will share information with BBC Studios relevant to commissioning, pitching, 

or otherwise relating to the creative process, in an equivalent manner to external suppliers and 

in line with fair trading principles. The provision of commissioning information is covered under 

the Commissioning Framework (above).   
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Information related to and necessary for specific licensed programmes will be shared with BBC 

Studios in the same way as it would be with external producers.   

To the extent that there is data sharing with BBC Studios beyond that relating to licensed 

programmes, such data would also be made available to equivalent external producers where 

this is necessary to ensure that the BBC is acting in a fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory 

manner. The BBC Public Service  will take appropriate account of competition law principles 

(including for example in respect of information sharing) when considering whether to share 

data. Any data that the BBC shares with BBC Studios will be transfer-priced appropriately.    

In the cases where BBC Public Service agrees to share data with BBC Studios (or other third 

parties) this will be subject to strict confidentiality agreements to prevent onward use that is 

inappropriate (e.g. BBC Studios will not be free to sub-license access to BBC Group data). BBC 

Studios will strictly comply with BBC Group data protection policy and any other BBC policies 

regarding data.  

7.4.3 Fair, non-preferential rates for use of BBC Group services and assets  

The BBC Trust’s Fair Trading Policy and the BBC Fair Trading Guidelines require that transfer 

pricing is fair and that the BBC will ensure that this is observed through an approach whereby 

charges for goods, services or assets supplied by the BBC Public Service to BBC Studios (and 

other commercial subsidiaries) are set in line with prevailing market practice/rates and/or the 

costs to the BBC Group driven by BBC Studios usage. The approach set out above reflects the 

Commission’s preferred approach whereby input costs which are intended to serve the 

development of activities in the field of public and non-public services simultaneously should be 

allocated proportionately to public service and non-public service activities respectively, 

whenever it is possible in a meaningful way.30 

As with other group companies where group services are provided to all member companies 

in the group, in most cases professional services staff (e.g. HR) and shared services (e.g. 

technology) will be provided to BBC Studios by the BBC Group. In particular, BBC Studios may 

be required to buy into BBC Group services to maximise efficiency for the BBC Group and 

BBC Studios. Where services are provided to BBC Studios by the BBC Group, this will be on 

an arm’s length basis with appropriate transfer pricing to ensure that no unfair advantage 

accrues to BBC Studios.    

Where access to services (such as the archive) is also provided by the BBC to third parties 

(including other commercial subsidiaries), BBC Studios should be treated no more favourably 

than third parties in consideration of all relevant factors such as market practice and market 

context (e.g. in relation to access to archive, see further below). For the avoidance of doubt, 

there are certain BBC Group services (such as professional or technology services) which 

cannot be made available to third parties as it would be entirely out of step with market 

                                            

30Communication from the Commission on the application of State Aid rules to public service broadcasting (Text 

with EEA relevance) (2009/C 257/01, paragraph 66. 
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practice and might raise serious professional and ethical issues. In such cases the BBC will 

ensure there is no unfair advantage by ensuring an appropriate transfer price is paid by BBC 

Studios. 

7.4.3.1 Key principles 

The key principles that will be followed for the recharging of BBC goods, services and assets 

are: 

 Recovery will be in line with applicable Competition and State Aid Law and the 

regulatory framework, as updated from time to time; 

 The BBC will charge BBC Studios all relevant direct costs in supplying goods, assets and 

services; 

 Where relevant and appropriate, the BBC will include an appropriate contribution to 

the relevant overheads and/or capital costs incurred by the business area; and 

  Third party costs incurred directly by BBC Studios will be treated as pass through. 

The external assurance of BBC Studios’ commercial efficiency prepared for the BBC has 

confirmed that the BBC’s approach to the recharging of group services and assets (which does 

not involve charging a mark-up on costs covered in the overhead recharge) is reasonable, in 

line with market practice and would not give rise to an unfair cross-subsidy to BBC Studios. 

7.4.3.2 Governance  

BBC Studios’ access to BBC services and the application of the above charging principles will be 

governed by service level agreements (SLAs) between BBC Studios and the BBC.   

The SLAs will include provision for regular internal review and will ultimately be subject to 

regulatory oversight by Ofcom. 

7.4.3.3 Benchmarking  

In order to demonstrate the prices charged continue to be in line with the relevant market 

contexts, the BBC and BBC Studios will continue to undertake benchmarking exercises where 

feasible as the BBC Public Service and its commercial subsidiaries do currently. 

 Where the BBC undertakes benchmarking the BBC will work with, and where relevant, 

consult with BBC Studios on the choice of benchmarker and benchmark parameters 

(including  timing, process, deliverables, scope, comparable services, and metrics), share 

reports and give due consideration to BBC Studios’ comments 

 BBC Studios may choose to conduct its own benchmarking exercise, and where 

relevant, will consult with the BBC in relation to benchmark parameters, share reports 

and give due consideration to the BBC’s comments 
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7.4.3.4 Approach by service 

The following paragraphs set out how the BBC intends to apply the above charging principles 

to BBC Studios in the context of key assets and services. As these subsections demonstrate, 

access to these assets and services by BBC Studios will be at fair transfer prices in accordance 

with the Fair Trading Guidelines. 

Staff 

Central teams embedded in BBC Studios: Where there is a clear allocation of BBC embedded 

professional services staff (e.g. HR) for BBC Studios, the cost of BBC embedded teams will be 

passed through to BBC Studios based on the number of staff allocated.  

Access to non-embedded teams: This refers to access by BBC Studios to the services provided 

by non-embedded teams in the Public Service.  BBC staff providing a clearly defined 

“commodity” service to BBC Studios will be charged to BBC Studios either: 

 By reference to a rate card; in line with rates charged to other BBC Group commercial 

subsidiaries; or 

 By reference to a quantifiable percentage of the BBC’s staff EFT work time. Where 

there is no clear allocation of BBC staff for BBC Studios, but a quantifiable percentage 

of a BBC team’s work is dedicated to BBC Studios, the direct cost of BBC central (non-

embedded) teams will be passed through to BBC Studios based on the proportion of 

BBC Studios’ EFTs over the BBC headcount, or other such appropriate quantifiable 

measure.   

Where access to specific specialist services i.e. Editorial Policy is also currently provided by the 

BBC to both BBC Studios and third parties (including external suppliers and other BBC 

commercial subsidiaries), such access and service will be maintained. BBC Studios will be 

treated no more favourably than third parties in consideration of all relevant factors. 

Corporate functions at corporate level, such as Procurement, will be charged as a direct cost of 

the services used (which include procurement advice and support).  

Facilities and equipment  

As referred to above, BBC Studios is today and will remain asset light. The hire of BBC facilities, 

such as studio space and edit suites, will typically be charged to BBC Studios on, for example, a 

rate card basis to be in line with rates charged to external suppliers and/or on the basis of the 

costs of providing that facility. BBC Studios will continue to trade with BBC Studioworks on an 

arm’s length commercial basis as at present. 

A volume discount structure may be agreed between the BBC and BBC Studios for use of BBC 

facilities, provided it is in line with market practice.  
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The hire of BBC production equipment, such as camera and audio equipment, will be charged 

to BBC Studios on a rate card per unit basis, which includes the cost of assets and the EFT 

support costs. 

Property 

Property costs will be charged on a rate card based on the cost of the office space that BBC 

Studios uses, and will include all direct BBC Workplace costs of running the property estate, 

including rent (for leasehold sites), rates, facilities management, service charge, insurance, 

security, and utilities (electricity, gas, oil, CRC, water and other), taking into account any directly 

comparable costs charged to third parties by the BBC.  

IT and Technology 

IT, Telephony and Infrastructure services are primarily provided to the BBC through a third 

party supplier, and include IT End User costs and IT Fixed costs.  

IT End User costs include ‘End User Compute’, such as IT asset bundles (e.g. Laptops), leases, 

and telephony (e.g. mobile line rent and call costs), and will be charged to BBC Studios based 

on monthly third party supplier unit costs for IT and Telephony. Appropriate IT Fixed costs will 

typically be calculated on the proportion of use by BBC Studios (where tracking is available) or 

as a percentage of EFT to the BBC EFT base. 

BBC Academy 

BBC Academy provides Training and New Talent (e.g. managing trainee and apprenticeship 

placements) services. The following principles for BBC Studios have been agreed: 

 Mandatory training which is not required by other suppliers (such as Fair Trading 

training) will be provided free of charge as this will not give BBC Studios a selective 

advantage as it is not relieving them of a material cost that a rival would have to bear. 

 All current online courses will be charged to BBC Studios on an incremental cost basis, 

taking into account any directly comparable costs charged to third parties by the BBC 

again avoiding any unfair advantage for BBC Studios. 

 All current face to face training will be charged on a per-space rate card basis.  

 Direct costs of bespoke elements (whether in whole or in part) in new online or face 

to face courses will be charged to BBC Studios. 

Archive: rights and access  

This subsection sets out the general approach applied to ensure that BBC Studios is not given 

an advantage over external suppliers as regards: 

 The licence to rights in content (i.e. having the rights to use and exploit archive 

content); 
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 Physical access to content (i.e. having the ability to research, search for and find archive 

content, through BBC Archive systems, services and research tools). 

Licence to reuse archive content in programmes produced post-Launch 

 BBC Studios and external suppliers will both continue to have use of existing BBC 

Archive footage for public service rights in BBC commissions on an equivalent basis; 

 BBC Studios and external suppliers will both be required to pay for BBC Archive 

footage that is included in BBC commissioned programmes which are to be exploited 

commercially or used in a programme for non-BBC broadcasters 

 BBC Studios will have unlimited access to footage rights to content that it creates in the 

future after the point of launch and will be free to exploit these rights as it wishes albeit 

in accordance with the contractual arrangements in place with the BBC in relation to 

programme commissioning. 

Access to archive content through BBC Archive systems 

 BBC’s Archive systems include Infax, BBC Redux, Fabric, Radio Digital Archive and BBC 

Snippets, each containing different types of content and metadata (such as fully 

broadcasted programmes, un-transmitted material, rushes, stills and music). 

 BBC Studios will continue to have access to specific BBC Archive systems on an 

equivalent basis as external suppliers have access i.e. free access when they have a BBC 

commission for the purposes of that BBC commission.  All use of archive material will 

abide by the relevant Editorial Guidelines and guidance. 

Production library services 

 The BBC’s production library services supplies the BBC and external suppliers with a 

variety of research services and archive content for re-use.  

 BBC Studios will be charged for these services on a rate card basis (as per market).  

Payment by BBC Studios to BBC Public Service for a brand licence 

As set out in Section 5.4, there will be a brand licence agreement between BBC Studios and 

the BBC Public Service which covers: 

 Use of the Master Brand 

 Use of Programme brands (Existing IP owned by the Public Service) 

 Use of Programme brands (New IP generated by BBC Studios) 

As such, BBC Studios will not be receiving an unfair advantage in the market through its use of 

the BBC brand.   

The Heads of Terms for this brand licence has been submitted to the BBC Trust. 
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7.4.4 IP ownership 

For programmes made post separation using both Existing IP and New IP copyright ownership 

will be held by the BBC Public Service.  

7.4.4.1 Production based on Existing IP 

As referred to in section 6 above, BBC Studios will launch with a certain volume of continuing 

commissions of existing programmes and will continue to produce new series or individual 

programmes of titles that were originally commissioned or developed prior to its launch (whilst 

it was part of the BBC Public Service), provided that these are re-commissioned either in the 

normal way or via a tendering process.   

For any commission based on Existing IP (whether BBC Studios or an external supplier), the 

BBC Public Service will offer a service contract to the supplier on such terms and conditions as 

it determines to be appropriate. This will offer a production right but the secondary distribution 

rights will be held under BBC Public Service control. Existing distribution contracts, whether 

with BBC Worldwide or a third party distributor would remain in place. 

IP which has been developed within the Public Service and has reached the stage where a 

treatment, pilot, script taster or bible exists (and has not been put into turnaround) will be 

treated as Existing IP. 

7.4.4.2 Production based on New IP 

BBC Studios will develop new ideas for programmes, pitch these to commissioners (the BBC 

or others). As an NQI, BBC Studios would have no regulatory right to terms of trade in the 

UK. For BBC commissions, BBC Studios would work to the same published tariffs as would 

apply to external suppliers. The underlying copyright will be held by BBC Public Service and 

BBC Studios will have an exclusive licence giving it control of the exploitation of the IP in these 

programmes. It can therefore license secondary rights in return for up-front investment and a 

share of profits. It will be able to work in strategic partnership with BBC Worldwide but will 

also be able to work with other distributors.  

Given the significant safeguards which are being put in place to ensure fair commissioning 

process and a fair approach to commissioning terms (see 7.4.2 above), production based on 

New IP does not give rise to concerns under State Aid law or the Fair Trading framework. 

7.4.4.3 Development activity 

The approach to development activity has been set out above. The measures set out 

demonstrate that BBC Studios will not benefit unfairly from ideas generated whilst in the BBC 

Public Service.  

7.4.5 The relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide  

The section explains why the State Aid rules are not relevant and will not be infringed by the 

proposed interaction of BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide. In particular: 
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 State Aid law does not apply to the relationship between arm’s length commercially 

funded subsidiaries such as BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide; 

 The relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will be conducted on 

purely commercially rational terms in any event;   

 BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will work with third parties outside the BBC Group; 

 Mechanisms will be put in place to ensure that the relationship between BBC Studios 

and BBC Worldwide is kept under regular review to ensure that the overall relationship 

is functioning on a fair commercial basis, along market norms and operating efficiently, 

as provided for in the joint statement between the BBC and PACT, and set out in 

further detail below. 

7.4.5.1 State Aid law does not apply to the relationship between BBC Studios and BBC 

Worldwide 

At the most fundamental level, State Aid law in this context requires that there are no cross-

subsidies using State resources (i.e. the Licence Fee) of commercial operations by the BBC 

Public Service.  State Aid law is not aimed at regulating the relationship between different 

entities where no Licence Fee funds or State resources are involved.  State Aid law does not 

therefore apply to the relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide given that: 

 BBC Worldwide is a commercial subsidiary of the BBC Public Service. It already 

operates at an arm’s length basis from the Public Service and is not supported by the 

Licence Fee.  In particular: 

- BBC Worldwide is subject to full financial and operational separation from the 

BBC Public Service; and 

- BBC Worldwide buys services and assets from the BBC Public Service at fair 

transfer prices; 

 Therefore, funds belonging to BBC Worldwide are not State resources but are funds 

generated from commercial revenue streams.  Accordingly any funds provided by BBC 

Worldwide to BBC Studios cannot give rise to State Aid concerns and will in any event 

only been available on arm’s length commercial terms; 

 BBC Studios will also be established and operated as a commercial subsidiary in a State 

Aid compliant manner, as demonstrated in this document.  Therefore, whilst Licence 

Fee funds or resources may be used by the BBC commissioners to pay for services 

from BBC Studios, given the safeguards described above, there is no selective advantage 

to BBC Studios and it is simply being paid to provide services to the Public Service in 

the same way as other suppliers that provide comparable services. 

There is therefore no legal basis for State Aid law to place constraints on the relationship 

between two commercial subsidiaries – the separation principles only apply to ensure that 

public funds do not cross-subsidise commercial activities.  
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The relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will be conducted on a 

commercial arm’s length basis. Both BBC Worldwide and BBC Studios, as commercial 

subsidiaries of the BBC, are (or in the case of BBC Studios, will be) subject to the 4CC 

principles on an ongoing basis. The assessment of commercial efficiency (the third 4CC 

principle) is undertaken on a stand-alone basis, that is, each commercial subsidiary must be 

commercially efficient on its own terms. 

In particular, BBC Worldwide will itself be required to justify its investments on a commercial 

efficiency basis during the course of its annual 4CCs review in Q1/Q2 2017 and in subsequent 

annual 4CCs reviews.  Therefore, this provides an additional safeguard to ensure that any 

arrangements with BBC Studios will have to be commercially justified, a requirement that could 

not be satisfied in the event of a simple cross-subsidisation of BBC Studios by BBC Worldwide 

with no benefit. As a separate commercial subsidiary, BBC Worldwide will have normal 

commercial incentives to invest in BBC Studio’s future pipeline. BBC Worldwide’s participation 

in this development effort will be commensurate with the degree of commercial value BBC 

Studios enables BBC Worldwide to realise.  

External review has confirmed that there is no evidence to suggest that funding arrangements 

of this nature are not commercial or differ from those observed in the market. 

7.4.5.2 BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will work with third parties outside the BBC 

Both BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide will work with third parties outside the BBC.  The 

commercial launch of BBC Studios will not disrupt any of BBC Worldwide’s relationships or 

prevent new relationships from developing between BBC Worldwide and third parties outside 

the BBC. 

BBC Worldwide will continue to work with independent producers just as it does today.  The 

relationship between BBC in-house production and BBC Worldwide has not prevented BBC 

Worldwide from working with independent producers in the present, and nor will it in the 

future.     

7.4.5.3 Regular review of the relationship between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide 

The BBC will, consistent with  its joint statement with PACT audit/review the relationship 

between BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide (taking account, as appropriate, of any findings from 

any regular review of BBC Studios by Ofcom) every two years, to ensure that the overall 

relationship is functioning on a fair commercial basis, in line with market norms and efficiently. 

Any such audit/review will consult interested third parties. If such an audit/review identifies 

problems, the BBC Board has the power to take action to address them.  A summary of the 

results of any such audit/review will be published in the BBC’s Annual Report & Accounts. 

7.4.6 No unfair promotion of the BBC’s Commercial Activities  

The BBC’s regulatory framework places restrictions on the promotion of the activities of its 

commercial subsidiaries and third parties. For example, on air references to BBC commercial 

subsidiaries is subject to the Editorial Guidelines and relevant guidance. This is not a relevant 
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consideration in the context of BBC Studios as BBC Studios is not a consumer-facing activity.  

As discussed above and below, the BBC Public Service will not confer an unfair commercial 

advantage (a different point to unfair promotion) on BBC Studios. 

7.5 Avoiding market distortion 

The BBC Trust’s Fair Trading Policies and Framework states that the BBC’s Commercial 

Activities should not be regarded as distorting the market where they: 

 have not been given an unfair commercial advantage compared to other suppliers 

which could unduly and negatively influence the market; and 

 are in compliance with competition law. 

We discuss each of these points in turn below. 

7.5.1 No unfair commercial advantage compared to other suppliers  

The BBC Trust’s Fair Trading Policies and Framework goes on to state that in relation to 

Commercial Services, if the BBC abides by the Fair Trading principles set out in this Statement 

of Policy on Fair Trading, and in particular, the requirement not to use the Licence Fee or 

Grant-In-Aid to fund its Commercial Services, the BBC’s Commercial Services will not distort 

the market because the BBC Commercial Services will not be given an unfair commercial 

advantage. This is on the prior assumption that BBC Studios will be a commercially efficient 

business offering an appropriate rate of return and will not be cross-subsidised from the 

Licence Fee. The preceding sections have set out the steps the BBC has taken to ensure that 

this is the case. 

 Where these conditions are met, there is therefore no need for the BBC to further 

examine the impact of BBC Studios on the market as such.  However, the BBC would 

make the following observations on the likely market impact of BBC Studios: Ofcom’s 

reports from December 2015 demonstrate that the television production sector in the 

UK is fiercely competitive, such that BBC Studios will be significantly constrained in its 

ability to act independently of its customers, competitors and ultimately consumers. The 

BBC has provided evidence to the BBC Trust which offers assurance that the market 

impact of the BBC Studios will be positive overall and will not distort the market. 

 This evidence, commissioned from OC&C consultants, forecasts that the BBC will lose 

share overall in UK television production from around 15% to 13% of original 

commissioning spend in the period to 2021, with some recovery leading to a share of 

around 14% over the longer term. Similarly the OC&C report forecasts that the BBC 

will lose share measured by original content hours from around 6% to 5% by 2021. 

The OC&C work reflected on the potential market impact areas raised by Ofcom in 

December 2015 in its “BBC Content Production Options - Advice to the Secretary of State for 

Culture” report.  
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In order to conduct this work OC&C had access to the BBC Studios’ business plan as well as 

relevant industry data sources. OC&C’s analysis remains commercially confidential. However, 

we provide here a summary of the work and its main conclusions.  

The scope of the review looked at the potential impact of a commercial BBC Studios on the 

production market; this is a broader definition than purely market distortion which requires an 

impact caused by ‘unfair trade’ between BBC Public Service and BBC Studios.  

NOTE PREPARED BY OC&C FOR THE BBC  

This note contains a brief summary outline of the work completed by OC&C for the BBC in July 2016. 

It does not contain the detailed scope and findings contained in the Report delivered to the BBC. 

1. Scope of Our Work 

BBC management commissioned OC&C to produce an analysis of the potential impact on the UK 

television production sector of the launch of a commercial BBC Studios.  

Our scope looked at the potential impact of a commercial Studios on the production market; this is a 

broader definition than purely market distortion which, in broad terms, requires an adverse impact on 

competition caused by some form of undue advantage being conferred on BBC Studios by the BBC 

Public Service. 

Ofcom hypothesised a series of potential impacts that Studios might have on the UK independent TV 

production sector in their “BBC Content Production Options - Advice to the Secretary of State for 

Culture” report in December 201531. We examined these as part of our work. 

2. Our Conclusions 

2.1. Estimating Studios’ Market Share  

Our analysis suggests that BBC Studios will lose share of UK commissioning spend in our base case 

overall to 2020, before some recovery to 2024 – across the period, Studios’ share of total 

commissioning spend will not exceed 13%. The short term fall in market share to 2020 is driven by a fall 

in Studios’ expected revenues post the move to contestable commissioning (ending the in-house 

guarantee) in combination with  a small increase in UK commissioning spend. These estimates were 

based on our own projection of production market revenues, combined with the BBC’s own business 

plan forecast for potential revenues of a commercial BBC Studios. We did not comment on the BBC’s 

business plan. 

2.2. Estimating Studios’ Market Impact 

Our conclusion is that none of the potential impacts identified by Ofcom would result in significant 

incremental market impact. While the launch of a commercial BBC Studios provides BBC producers 

with a new creative opportunity to produce content for third parties, at a fundamental level the Business 

Case sees a conservative number of programmes produced for other broadcasters which, in 

conjunction with the move to contestable BBC commissioning, will result, at least initially, in a falling 

share for Studios. All available information on the UK production market paints a picture of a 

contestable and competitive market. 

In the context of 100% competition by the end of the Charter any areas such as talent attraction and 

impacts on specific genres or sub-genres that are less clear cut today are unlikely to have a significant 

                                            

31
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/broadcast/reviews-investigations/tv-production-sector-review/BBC_Content_ 

Production_Options.pdf 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/broadcast/reviews-investigations/tv-production-sector-review/BBC_Content_
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incremental impact on the market. 

7.5.2 Compliance with competition law 

The BBC Studios proposal fully complies with EU and UK competition law as set out in brief 

below. 

There is nothing intrinsic in these proposals which would constitute a breach of the prohibition 

on anti-competitive agreements (Chapter I of the Competition Act 1998 and Article 101 of the 

TFEU).  We would further note that agreement(s) between the BBC and its 

subsidiary/subsidiaries would not amount to an agreement between separate undertakings for 

the purposes of competition law. 

There is no risk of an abuse of a dominant position (Chapter II of the Competition Act 1998 

and Article 102 of the TFEU). For a company to occupy a dominant position, it must have a 

position of economic strength, which enables it to prevent effective competition being 

maintained on the relevant market by affording it the power to behave to an appreciable 

extent independently of its competitors, its customers and ultimately of the consumers.32 

BBC Studios will not have a dominant position as it will not be in a position to act to an 

appreciable extent independently of its customers, competitors and ultimately consumers.  

Barriers to entry are low and as described above, there has been significant new entry each 

year for a number of years.  Finally, and although a position of dominance is a pre-requisite to a 

finding of infringement of Chapter II of the Competition act 1998 and/or Article 102 of the 

TFEU there is no scope for BBC  Studios to act abusively  and/or that it would have an 

incentive to do so.   

Together with the protections in the BBC’s commissioning process (which will be conducted 

on a transparent and fair basis and subject to regular review), the protections built in to ensure 

public funding is fully contestable and there are no cross-subsidies from Licence Fee funds, 

there is no scope for BBC Studios to be put in a more favourable position than other suppliers 

such that it could either have a position of dominance or act abusively.   

7.6 Conclusion 

In summary, for the reasons set out in this section, BBC Studios will be set up and operated in 

compliance with the BBC Fair Trading Policy and Fair Trading Guidelines (and the State Aid 

rules which underpin them) and in particular will avoid distorting the market

                                            

32 Market shares are one of many indicators which may be used to assess dominance, although assessing dominance involves a 

complex legal and economic analysis. By way of guidance, a firm which has a share of less than a 40% share of a market is very 

unlikely to be found to be dominant. 
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8. Appendix 1: Glossary of terms in this document 

 

AI - Appreciation Index used to gauge audience perception of quality 

BBC Academy - The BBC's in-house training function 

BBC Archive  - The BBC's archive of film, sound recordings, other recorded material and 

printed material required under the BBC Charter and Agreement 

BBC Brands - The Master Brand, any and all BBC Composite Brands, any and all 

Worldwide Composite Brands, any Programme Brands and any other 

brands owned by the BBC 

BBC Commercial 

Holdings Ltd. 

- A wholly owned subsidiary of the BBC and the primary holding company for 

all of the BBC’s commercial subsidiaries. BBC Commercial Holdings Ltd is 

operated and ultimately owned by the BBC Public Service 

BBC Digital Archive  - BBC archive database system 

BBC Fabric - BBC archive database system 

BBC Fair Trading 

Guidelines 

- Published guidelines required under the BBC's Charter and Framework 

Agreement 

(http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/policiesa

ndguidelines/pdf/fairtrading_guidelines_010812.pdf) 

BBC Group - The British Broadcasting Corporation and its wholly-owned commercial 

subsidiaries 

BBC Pitch   The BBC system for submitting programme proposals - 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/tv/articles/pitch  

BBC Public Service - The television, radio and online services described in the BBC's 

2006  Framework Agreement with DCMS  

BBC Redux - BBC archive database system 

BBC Snippets - BBC archive database system 

BBC Studioworks - BBC commercial subsidiary which primarily rents out studios and offers post-

production services 

BBC TV - BBC Television, the division which used to include BBC Studios until April 

2016 and which is now primarily composed of BBC commissioning 

BBC Ventures Group 

Ltd. 

- A wholly owned subsidiary of BBC Commercial Holdings Ltd. 

BBC Workplace - A department of the BBC Public Service responsible for building and facilities 

management 

BBC Worldwide - A commercial subsidiary of the BBC which primarily distributes content in 

the UK and overseas 

Broadcaster - Any mass-publisher, network, or service-provider involved in the publishing 

or broadcasting of linear content 

Commissioning - The commissioning guidelines that set out the process and timescales by 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/policiesandguidelines/pdf/fairtrading_guidelines_010812.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/policiesandguidelines/pdf/fairtrading_guidelines_010812.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/tv/articles/pitch
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Framework which the BBC will commission programmes from its content suppliers 

  

Competitive Tendering - The process by which existing BBC produced returning series are put open 

to competition in the market. 

Compliance - The process used by the relevant broadcaster to determine whether or not 

a programme is fit to broadcast; the relevant broadcaster is accountable for 

determining if programming is compliant with the Ofcom Code and, where 

the BBC is the publisher, with the BBC Editorial Guidelines 

Contestable - Open to competition  

Co-production - A financial investment into production in return for specific rights in the 

programme 

DCMS - Department for Culture, Media and Sport 

Editorial Guidelines - The BBC's published guidelines setting out the BBC values and standards 

which apply to all BBC content whether made by or for the BBC as required 

by the BBC's Charter and Framework Agreement – 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/editorialguidelines/ 

Editorial Policy - A BBC in-house function responsible for advising on compliance with the 

BBC's Editorial Guidelines 

Editorial Specification - The standard template document which captures the detailed specification 

and requirements of a programme commissioned by the BBC 

EFT - An accounting measure for full time equivalent employee 

Executive 

Remuneration 

Committee (RemCo) 

- The Committee of the Executive Board responsible for determining 

employee remuneration 

Existing IP - Any intellectual property already created as part of existing 

programme titles, and any IP arising from a programme which has 

been developed within the Public Service and has reached the stage 

where tangible outputs exist. 

Fair Market Rate - A rate comparable to that which would be found in the wider market 

Framework Agreement 

 

 

- Also known as the 2006 Framework Agreement or simply the Agreement.  

This refers to the Framework Agreement of 2006 between the BBC and 

DCMS (as amended) 

Grant-in-Aid - Funding received from central government 

Green Paper - BBC Charter Review Public Consultation, published by DCMS in July 2015 

Greenlight - The documented decision on the part of the BBC group to commit to a 

particular commission 

Independent Producer - Also Independent Production Company.  This has two meanings, depending 

on the context:  

(1) The wider meaning is all external production companies which are 

not owned by the BBC i.e. QIs and NQIs combined; 
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(2) The narrower meaning is a QI, i.e. an Independent Producer as 

defined in the Broadcasting (Independent Productions) Order 1991 

(as amended), which provides that an independent producer is a 

producer (i) who is not employed by a broadcaster; (ii) who does 

not have a shareholding greater than 25% in a UK broadcaster; or 

(iii) in which no single UK broadcaster has a shareholding greater 

than 25%, or any two or more UK broadcasters have an aggregate 

shareholding greater than 50%. 

Independent 

Production Quota 

- The statutory quota set out in Schedule 12 of the Communications Act 

2003, under which 25% of a broadcasters' relevant qualifying programme 

hours must be made by an Independent Producer as defined in the 

Broadcasting (Independent Productions) Order 1991 (as amended). 

In-house guarantee - The obligation on the BBC to use its best endeavours to ensure that 50% of 

its schedule (specifically, 50% of qualifying programme hours for assessing the 

Independent Production Quota) is allocated to programmes made by the 

BBC's in-house production facility, as set out in the BBC's 2006 Framework 

Agreement between the BBC and the Secretary of State for Culture, Media 

and Sport. 

In-house Production - The BBC's in-house production facility, much of which is now an 

independent division BBC Studios 

Joint-venture - A commercial partnership with a  person or body other than the BBC or a 

subsidiary within the BBC's commercial arm 

Legal - The BBC Legal Division which provides legal advice across the BBC Group 

Local - Refers to non-network production teams and output  

Marketing and 

Audiences 

- The department within the Public Service which collect and analyses 

audience data 

Masterbrand - The name and mark 'BBC' and any logo form of the word and mark 'BBC'  

Network - Refers to programmes, or teams involved in the production of programmes, 

which are made with a view to their being broadcast throughout the UK (i.e. 

non-local programmes).   

Network Supply 

Review 

- A review of the supply arrangements for BBC Network TV as required 

under the BBC's 2006 Framework Agreement 

New IP  - Any intellectual property arising from new ideas for programmes 

developed by BBC Studios post commercial separation together with 

ideas that are in development at the point of commercial launch but 

have not reached the stage of tangible outputs.  

 

NQI - "Non-qualifying Independent Producer" – an independent production 

company which does not qualify as an “independent producer” under the 

Broadcasting (Independent Productions) Order 1991 (as amended).  For 

example, producers which are vertically integrated with broadcasters do not 

qualify as Independent Producers. 
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Programme 

Production Agreement 

- A form of contract issued at the point of greenlight, to engage a supplier in 

the activities of producing and delivering a compliant programme to the BBC 

PACT - Trade association representing the commercial interests of UK independent 

television, film, digital, children’s and animation media companies.  

Primary Production 

Revenues 

- The fee paid to a production company for the initial licensing and delivery of 

content 

Primary revenues - The margin earned from producing television and digital content  

Programme brands - Any name or mark which is owned by the BBC and used to identify a family 

of programmes, a licensed Programme or any feature of a Licensed 

Programme; the name or likeness of any character, set or prop featured in a 

Licensed Programme whether real, fictional, human, animal, cartoon or 

otherwise; any part or combination of the foregoing; and any other word, 

letters, numerals, logo or other sign which indicates a connection with a 

Licensed Programme excluding the Master Brand 

PS - Public Service 

PSB  - Public Service Broadcaster 

Publisher-broadcaster 

model 

- A broadcasting model under which the broadcaster does not own a 

production capability but rather buys in all production from suppliers in the 

market 

QI - "Qualifying independent producer" - an Independent Producer as defined in 

the Broadcasting (Independent Productions) Order 1991 (as amended) i.e.  

a producer (i) who is not employed by a broadcaster; (ii) who does not 

have a shareholding greater than 25% in a UK broadcaster; or (iii) in which 

no single UK broadcaster has a shareholding greater than 25%, or any two 

or more UK broadcasters have an aggregate shareholding greater than 50%. 

Rate Card - A document setting out the prices at which a list of particular products or 

services are provided. 

Secondary Production 

Revenues 

- Revenues sourced from distributing programmes subsequent to its first 

window; this can also include back-end revenues 

Secondary revenues - The share of net profit generated by working with distribution partners to 

exploit content in other windows, territories and platforms.  

Series Producer - A senior editorial lead responsible for a series/serial; often reports into an 

Executive Producer 

SLA 

 

 

- Service Level Agreement.  SLAs are formal agreements which set out and 

codify how a range of services are to be provided to BBC Studios.   

 

Tariffs (Commissioning 

Tariffs) 

- The range within which the BBC would expect the individual programme 

prices of commissions within the relevant  genre (or category within that 

genre) to fall 

Terms of Trade - Section 285 of the Communications Act provides for Ofcom to ensure that 

the provider of every licensed PSB channel draws up, and from time to time 

revises, a code of practice setting out the principles it will apply when 

agreeing terms for the commissioning of independent productions.  The 
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Terms of Trade with QIs are negotiated within the framework set out by 

these codes. 

Transfer pricing - This refers to the fair transfer pricing charged by the BBC’s Public Service 

activities to the BBC’s commercial services and third parties for the use of 

Public Service activity inputs (i.e. goods and services), taking into account the 

BBC’s other obligations in the Charter and Agreement such as ensuring 

value for money. 

Underlying copyright - The copyright in ‘film’ as set out under the Copyright, Designs and Patents 

Act 1988 (as amended) 

Unitary Board - The new unitary board of the BBC as proposed by the Government White 

Paper 

White Paper - Paper published by DCMS in May 2016 on the future of the BBC, which 

provided amongst other matters in principle approval for BBC Studios, 

subject to regulatory approval 

WOCC - Window of Creative Competition.  Under the BBC's 2006 Framework 

Agreement, the WOCC provides for BBC in-house production and external 

producers to compete for 25% of BBC commissioning hours. 

 

9. Appendix 2: list of confidential annexes provided to the BBC 

Trust 

The following documents have been provided to the BBC Trust as inputs into this regulatory 

process. They contain commercially sensitive information and are not being released into the 

public domain. 

A. BBC Studios Business Case 

B. Heads of Terms for the Brand Licence between BBC Public Service and BBC Studios 

Ltd 

C. BBC Legal Opinion on market distortion 

D. Independent commercial assurance from KPMG 

E. BBC Studios: Legal Opinion from King & Wood Mallesons  

F. Independent BBC Studios Market Report from OC&C 

 

 


